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B E N V E N U TO
Welcome to my latest edition of My Restaurant’s seasonal magazine. I’m celebrating the
changing of the seasons by introducing you to some of my all-time favourite dishes all inspired
by my travels and my family archives.
As a chef, it’s so important to me to continue to innovate and experiment with flavours and
seasonal ingredients. How do I do it? Well, every season I along with my development team
put together menus that include crowd pleasing classics such as bucatini carbonara and
fettuccine bolognese, along with dishes that are rooted in the season. For autumn and winter,
I've chosen a slow cooked beef stew, Aberdeen Angus beef, marinated and cooked in red
wine with herbs & stock for 12 hours until its melt-in-the-mouth soft, and serve it simply with
toasted ciabatta. Then there is my chocolate and hazelnut cheesecake served with a sour
cherry compote - these dishes are comforting and nourishing, perfect for the season.
Also, this season with veganism and plant-based diets firmly in the public consciousness,
my team are making a sustained effort to create dishes using ingredients that mean you can
still enjoy your favourite Italian dishes without compromising on your principles. With that in
mind, I’m very proud to be able to serve vegetarian mozzarella, and I’ll continue to seek out
one suitable for vegans too!
My executive chef hand picks the suppliers we use to ensure we are getting the first-rate
vegetables, herbs, salads and fruit to make sure each bite from each dish, is full of real
flavour. This all takes time and intense focus, it’s a full-time job developing and testing the
dishes that eventually make it onto the menu. Just remember when you’re ordering, every
single dish has been tested and tasted a dozen times and has earned its right to be there.
I hope you enjoy them and much as we did, creating them.
Welcome to autumn & winter 2020, at Gino D’Acampo My Restaurant.
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ME E T MY TE A M
I have a dedicated team who work tirelessly to deliver my vision of
delicious real Italian food served in spotless and stylish surroundings,
with a side order of Italian personality, both in the kitchens and front
of house. It’s my pleasure to introduce you to some of the talented
individuals who make My Restaurants what they are.
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WA RRIC K DODDS
THE EXECUTIVE C HEF
Born and brought up in South Africa,
Warrick Dodds is the Executive chef at the
Individual Restaurant Master Kitchen. In
short that means, anything you’ve tasted
from any one of the menus of Piccolino,
Restaurant Bar and Grill or Gino D’Acampo,
has been developed, tasted and tested by
Chef Dodds’ palate.

At The Individual Restaurant Kitchen,
Warrick heads the team that create and
produce everything required at each of
the restaurants. On average they create
270 different products ranging from artisan
products including bread and ice cream, to
pasta, pizza dough and even patisserie.
The importance of The Kitchen is that it
enables each restaurant head chef to make
every element of the dishes served,
from scratch, and that’s testament to the
culinary team there.

Warrick has been in residence at the
Individual Restaurant Kitchen for the past
6 years, having worked his way up through
some of the UK’s most notable restaurants,
including the Michelin starred Northcote
Manor. With over 20 years in the hospitality
industry, his passion for food was ignited
leaving South African soil and travelling
round the world.

As well as ingredient excellence control,
Warrick’s job involves rigorous recipe
testing, by first checking the recipe works,
then ensuring once it has been up-scaled
to a restaurant dish, that this process hasn’t
altered or compromised on the flavour and
quality of the dish.

During his travels he was inspired to
experiment with different ingredients and
flavours, and his experimentation was
rewarded by winning the American Express
Young chef of the year in 1999. Fast
forward to 2011 and Warrick decided to
change direction, heading down a more
developmental route, which is how the
former Michelin starred chef has ended up
at our Individual Restaurant Kitchen.

No matter which way you look at it, Warrick
is consumed and surrounded by food.
It’s no wonder then, when questioned what
his favourite dish is he replies “I can’t choose
just one dish. All I want is something simple,
that uses the best ingredients, and cooked
well”. Which is just what Individual
Restaurants do.
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ANTOINE QUE NTIN
THE HEAD PÂTISSIÈRE
Antoine Quentin is the Individual Restaurant
Kitchen’s Head pastry development chef.
And, yes, he is French. You may ask yourself
how a French man has slipped through the
net, but as he lives and breathes pastry
and patisserie in a way only the French
traditionally do, even I have to admit he’s
just the man for the job. Born in a town
called Melun, near Paris, Antoine started
working in patisserie when he was 16
years old.

Restaurant Master Kitchen, back with
Warrick Dodds. Now Antoine spends his days
making pastries, cakes and ice cream, with a
team of 8 chefs. To give you a flavour of how
demanding his job is, they work on 6 different
types of bread, 15 different ice cream flavours
and around 25 different dessert offerings.
Each restaurant menu is seasonal, so the
flavours and ingredients reflect the season
and seasonality of the dishes. Individual
Restaurant’s modus operandi is to make
everything they possibly can from scratch,
meaning he and his team have to rise to the
challenge 7 days a week, to ensure the bread
and pastry products are freshly prepared
and baked every day.

Four years later he moved to England and
almost immediately went to the Michelin
starred Northcote Manor with the now
head of The IR Kitchen, Warrick Dodds, as
a demi pâtissière. The next 16 years fly by
with Antoine earning his crust and working
his way up, through other Michelin starred
establishments such as Pool Court and
winning culinary awards and distinctions
at Room restaurant and Brasserie 44. He
was also the head pastry chef at the Lowry
hotel before finally landing at our Individual

Luckily for the team at the Individual
Restaurant Kitchen, after eating and tasting
pastry all of his adult life, Antoine’s tastes
tend to veer towards the more savoury side.
However, even he has a soft spot for the
tiramisú, judging it to be ‘fantastic’.
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DAVIDE A RGE NTINO
THE HEAD BAKER
“Maradona” baker, which is the Neapolitan
expression for The Top. He is no longer with
us but for me he will always be my Master
baker.” It was soon after this that Davide
started his collaboration with Molini Pizzuti,
an artisan flour producer. By doing this,
Davide has imparted his skill and technique
to many far-flung countries; “Now, Neapolitan
bread and pizza is being made according to
my recipes and techniques, from Budapest
to Beijing, Singapore to Santiago, as far as
Tibet, and as close to home as London.”

In Italy, with around 350 different types of
bread jostling for space on the table, it’s no
wonder that bread is as important to a meal
as it is to the Brits. There is a reason why
we ‘break bread’ and in My Restaurants,
we take this dedication to this ritual, very
seriously. So much so that I have brought
the man who is credited as bringing the real
Neapolitan dough, from the back streets of
Naples, to the rest of the world and into the
family of Individual Restaurants.
33-year-old Davide Argentino, holds the
century’s old secrets of how to make
authentic and traditional Neapolitan dough,
learned in the birthplace of Pizza. As Davide
says “I have always, being born in Naples,
been fond of pizza, bread and all the typical
products of my culture, my traditions and
my region of Campania. It’s a love that was
born when I was a child. I’ve always wanted
to learn more about baking. As a teenager,
the summer holidays were the only time
I had to do this. In 2001, when I was 16,
I decided to start my first summer job and
my brother in law, Francesco, a thirdgeneration baker, gave me my break.
I later enrolled at the University Federico II
in Naples at the faculty of Tecnologie
Alimentari (Food Technologies). Here
I learnt about the science behind baking.”

Then, in 2017, I was visiting the Expo Olympia
in London, where I tasted some bread
and pizza made with Davide’s personal
recipes, as Davide explains “It was a chance
meeting, and after Gino tasted my bread,
he asked me to share my knowledge of
Neapolitan baking products with the team
at Individual Restaurants.” So, what is it that
makes Davide’s, the very best version of the
Neapolitan dough? “With my recipes and
techniques, I create fragrant, soft, light and
crunchy products with a lower glycaemic
index which makes it easily digestible.”
And this dough, the mother dough if you will,
is called the Biga. “I have come up with a
fool proof way that it can be used for many
different bread-based products.” So as you
take a bite into any of the bread served in
My Restaurants, just remember the centuries
of knowledge and technique that’s gone into
your bread. Bravo Davide, Bravo.

Davide was lucky enough to be mentored
by master baker Vincenzo Lacomino.
“Many people in Naples knew about his
passion and his skills and called him the
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EUGE NIO PAGA NO
TH E HEAD C HEF - GIN O D’AC AMPO MY RES TAURANT LIVERPOOL
Running the kitchen at the busy Liverpool
My Restaurant is all in a day’s work for
Eugenio, a fellow native of Naples who
left his home city to bring Italian cuisine to
British shores. Eugenio had worked his way
up to head chef of banqueting at the fourstar Formby Hall hotel and spa on the North
West coast when a new opportunity caught
his eye. “When I saw in the newspaper
that Gino was opening a new restaurant in
Liverpool I was very excited. I was happy in
my career but I’d had to abandon cooking
the Italian way, and this depressed me.
So I applied and 30 minutes after my
interview I got the call saying I had the
position. Happy days, back to Italian!”

common. The welcome of the people,
the music and nightlife...The soul of this city
lets me feel like I’m in Naples.”
Life at My Restaurant, Liverpool is never dull;
with the freshest ingredients from the finest
British producers and Italy’s tastiest imports
(our favourite friarielli) arriving in his kitchen,
there’s plenty to keep Eugenio inspired.
Working among the restaurant’s team of 75
staff, he’s certainly kept on his toes. “One
of my favourite shifts has to be a Friday at
Christmas time. We had a table of 70 in the
main restaurant, Gino was here celebrating
with 20 of his staff on the mezzanine and we
had another table of 30 in the private dining
area, all at once. The day before we were
a little worried about it but on the night it
was all about positivity and adrenaline. I was
pushing the kitchen like a jockey in the last
lap of the race! All the customers – including
Gino – left happy and I bought a pint for all
kitchen staff to congratulate them.” Here’s to
you too, Eugenio. Salute!

In fact, Eugenio has found his adopted city
of Liverpool to be a home from home.
“The region of Italy I’m from is famous for
the tradition of the food; and the rich cultures
of the Amalfi Coast, Sorrento, Capri and
Ischia are known throughout the world.
Even our pizza is protected by UNESCO.
But in Liverpool, I found a lot of things in
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M ARC E LLO GHIRE T TI
THE HEAD PAS TA MAKER
Marcello is a proud Italian, hailing from
Parma, home of the ubiquitous Parma
ham, and joined our Individual Restaurant
Master Kitchen from its inception, around
6 years ago. Like all the other heads of
divisions, Marcello has trodden a long
and well awarded path to the Individual
Restaurant Kitchen.

At our Individual Restaurant Kitchen, he is
the head of pasta (and also our first aider!)
and I am very proud of the fact that all of our
filled pasta is hand made by Marcello and his
team in our Master Kitchen, from scratch.
And with 4 different lines of pasta on the
current menu across all brands, that’s a lot
of egg, water and flour being used up each
week. As each dish is sold on the menus
across the entire country, Marcello has to
make sure the team have the right equipment
and stored ingredients at all times, so it’s a
day filled with checking, tasting, re-checking,
tasting and checking again.

For starters he was lucky to work with
Master Guiltiero Marchesi, a famous Italian
chef, who was the first Italian to be awarded
3 Michelin stars. From the master, Marcello
learnt about fine dining and it started a
lifelong passion for produce and pasta.
In time Marcello became head chef for the
4 star luxury hotel in Parma, the Lamborghini
Hotel (yes, the Lamborghini hotel, the son
of the Italian supercar family sold part of
the company to start a luxury lifestyle and
gadget firm. As one does.)

For Marcello, he’s come a long way from
being a kid in Italy wanting to work with food.
“I used to have to pick 100’s and 100’s of
kilograms of white crab meat from tiny little
cracked shells. Now I make hand made pasta,
and everyone loves hand made pasta.
What a great job to have.”

Like most chefs at the top of their game,
Marcello decided to move into development.
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YO U R POC KE T G UIDE !

Our app and website give you access to a comprehensive guide
to what’s on across our collection of restaurants. All of your
favourite diary dates are in one place, from bank holidays to sports
screenings, wine tastings to makeup masterclasses - we have you
covered this season.
Discover more, download our app and your handy pocket guide will
be in the palm of your hand.

Visit GinoDAcampoRestaurants.com for more

HERO PRODUCERS

H E RO PRODUC E RS
Autumn is an extraordinary time in Italy. The temperature starts to dip,
providing a welcome relief from the searing heat of the Italian summer,
yet the sun’s rays still glow with warmth, so the last days of summer
stretch out well beyond September, even October. Harvest is in full
swing and all the communities come together to pick ripe juicy grapes
for their vineyards as well as gather and preserve fresh ingredients to
prepare for late autumn, winter and spring.
My autumn and winter menu reflects this changing of the seasons;
with dishes still light enough for the palate on a warm late summer’s
day, to the hearty slow cooked ones, made to satisfy our need for
comforting and nourishing meals, served with specially selected wines
and cocktails. And with an abundance of fresh flavours, tender meat
and perfectly cooked pasta, there really is something for everyone
at My Restaurant this season. Enjoy.
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DOLC E VA LLE PROSC IUT TO
PROSCIUTTO CRUDO DOP
Langhirano, Emilia-Romagna, Northern Italy
I couldn’t be more proud to serve up Italy’s
ancient food heritage in my restaurants,
so finding the right Prosciutto di Parma,
the iconic ham cured in the countryside
around the Northern town of Parma since
before 100 BC, was an important mission.
The good news? We’ve found one I love.

Prosciutto di Parma shape before handsalting and cold-storing each joint. After
being massaged and salted again, the joints
of pork are washed and air dried, then hung
to mature. 18 months after their arrival, the
hams are ready for the last in a long line of
inspections and are stamped with the iconic
Prosciutto di Parma mark.

My Parma ham is produced by the Limonta
family, who have been curing hams in a small
factory at the heart of the Parma region since
1975. Their process starts with the sourcing
of pigs: true Parma ham with the prestigious
‘Demoninazione di Origine Protetta’ status
must be made from just three breeds –
Large White, Landrance and Duroc –
born and raised on farms in ten regions
of central Northern Italy.

Sliced to wafer-thin ribbons of beautiful
salmon pink that I love on my dishes, the
finished Prosciutto bears all the sweet and
salty flavours you’d expect from such a long
and painstaking process. Just three simple
ingredients – pork, salt and time – create
a product that sings with a natural sweetness
and, of course, a rich saltiness that teams
so perfectly with other ingredients. A simple
product, yes, but one that embodies the
time-honoured techniques of a country
where good food just can’t be hurried.

Making the ham is a family affair. Using pork
legs carefully selected from these farms, the
team trim the fat and rind to the characteristic
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C A RNE VA LE
BUFFALO MOZZARELL A
Campania, Southern Italy
No matter which type of milk is used, fresh
mozzarella is made in the same manner
called pasta filata. First the milk is incubated
with a whey starter containing thermophilic
bacteria. Then rennet is added to form the
curds. It is at this point that we make the
distinction between vegetarian mozzarella
and non-vegetarian. Traditionally mozzarella
is not vegetarian, but many modern types
are because they use plant-based rennet not
animal rennet. The curds are then heated
in water or whey until they form strings
and become elastic in texture. The curds
are stretched, kneaded until smooth, and
then shaped into round balls to make fresh
mozzarella cheese.

Whether oozing from a slice of oven baked
pizza, folded through our gnocchi Margherita
or served in a caprese salad with fresh basil
and ruby red tomatoes, mozzarella cheese
has successfully infiltrated the British
population’s love for cheese, and become
a firm household favourite.
In Italy it’s eaten nearly every day, with locals
queuing up to buy it fresh along with their
daily bread. Legend has it that mozzarella was
first made when cheese curds accidentally
fell into a pail of hot water in a cheese factory
near Naples... That might be the legend,
but the truth of the matter is that mozzarella
was first made from the rich milk of water
buffalo, which were introduced to Southern
Italy in Roman times. The name comes from
the action of balling the mozzarella by hand,
called 'mozzare'.

Our vegetarian mozzarella partner is
Carnevale, an Italian family-run, business who
produce, import and distribute throughout
the UK. Established in 1966, two young
brothers, Carmine and Giovanni Carnevale,
from the Apennine village of Capracotta in
Molise, Southern Italy, started the company
by producing and selling mozzarella and
ricotta for the first time in central London.
Joined by their twin sisters Anna and Antonia
in 1975, the Carnavale family have gone to
great lengths to ensure the authenticity of
their products and work with us to create our
vegetarian mozzarella.

As it was not made from pasteurized milk and
because there was little or no refrigeration,
the cheese itself had a very short shelf-life
and was rarely found outside the southern
region of Italy. As technology, refrigeration
and transportation systems developed the
cheese 'spread' to other regions of Italy.
However, to this day it’s still acknowledged
that the best and most highly prized artisanal
produced buffalo mozzarella is found south
of Naples where small factories continue
centuries-old traditions making fresh buffalo
mozzarella daily for their local customers.

Our founding chef Gino loves the way he
can now cater to vegetarians and nonvegetarians alike with the introduction of
these cheeses throughout his restaurants.
“Mozzarella, like ricotta, is a chef’s hero
product and I have been lucky enough to
milk buffalo to make this cheese in Campania
myself. I’ve witnessed first-hand how much
love and passion goes into making this
cheese, it’s no wonder that the locals queue
up to get it. So, I’m delighted to have the
vegetarian version on my menu too.”

Since buffalo are herded in only a few
countries, primarily Italy and Bulgaria, most
mozzarella is now made from cows’ milk.
In Italy, if you want cow’s milk mozzarella,
you ask for mozzarella fior di latte. Sheep’s
milk mozzarella can be found in some areas
of Italy, including Sardinia, Abruzzo, and
Lazio. Goat’s milk mozzarella is made by
some small producers.
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A PE RITIVO TIME
At My Restaurant, I love the fact that we can celebrate Italian traditions,
exported from my homeland, and share them with you.
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AM ALF I SPR ITZ

COCC HI ROSA
& TONIC

OUR RECOMMENDED APÉRITIFS:
A M AL F I S P R I T Z

Fiorente elderflower
& Limoncello liqueurs
with Prosecco & soda

S TRAW BE RRY &
P O ME G RA N ATE SPRI TZ

Aperol & Dolin Chamberyzette
with Prosecco Primo, soda,
orange & strawberry
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COCC H I RO SA & TO NI C

Cocchi Americano Rosa
& Fever-Tree tonic with
strawberry & basil

APERITIVO TIME

The Milanese have their own version of the
aperitivo creation story, only theirs replaces
Turin’s Antonio Benedetto Carpano with
Gaspare Campari, the inventor of another
popular apéritif, the eponymous Campari.
As mentioned before, while wine is commonly
drunk in Italy, aperitivo hour is the perfect
time to try a classic Italian cocktail, like the
bitter Campari or the slightly less bitter
Aperol. Both are fantastic mixed with soda,
or in a slightly sweeter Spritz (sparkling wine,
soda, and Campari or Aperol).

At Gino My Restaurant we love to celebrate
our traditions, and one of the best is
‘Aperitivo’, a glorious couple of hours,
generally between 7pm and 9pm, when
Italians relax after work over a glass of wine
or cocktail and some bite sized snacks.
Since it’s traditional to eat lunch around 1pm
or 2pm, and dinner at around 9pm, it’s also
a good way to fire up the metabolism in order
to work up an appetite for dinner.
An aperitivo (or apéritif) is the pre-meal drink
specifically meant to whet your appetite. The
concept of the modern apéritif is thought to
have been invented by the distiller Antonio
Benedetto Carpano, who also created one of
the first types of vermouth in Turin, Northern
Italy, in 1786. He claimed that his combination
of fortified white wine with various herbs
and spices stimulated the appetite and ergo,
was more suitable for ladies to drink than red
wine. Vermouth became popular very quickly,
but it’s unclear when people began referring
to these sorts of drinks as ‘aperitivi’. What we
do know is that the term comes from the Latin
word for 'opener', suggesting that it was to
'open a meal'.

If bitter drinks are right up your street, Italy
has a whole class of them called amari,
with the most bitter being Cynar, which is
flavoured with artichokes. If you prefer your
drink on the sweeter side, try the classic
Martini Rosso or Martini Bianco. Both of these
are types of vermouth, which have lower
alcohol concentrations at around 15%, as
opposed to the famous Martini cocktail which
includes vermouth but is mostly composed
of straight gin (or vodka), making it a much
more potent affair.
If you’re after something with more of a
punch that is still very Italian, then may we
introduce you to the Negroni, Italy’s most
famous classic cocktail which is now over
a century old. Equal parts London dry gin,
Campari and rosso vermouth, it’s flavours
are devilishly complex and layered with bitter,
medicinal notes and zesty hits of grapefruit
peel and juniper. If you want something with
more bite then try a Negroni ‘Sbagliato’,
which replaces the gin with Prosecco.

There is a trend right now in the UK that
is favouring low abv drinks, however
traditionally the majority of aperitivo cocktails
in Italy have always been light on alcohol and
bitter in taste, meaning they complement
salty snacks, perfectly. Whichever bar you are
in, appetizers are normally provided as long
as you are drinking, although the types on
offer vary from cheeses and cured meats,
to pizzettes and even small plates of pasta.

At My Restaurant we’ve picked some of our
favourite nibbles for you to enjoy alongside
whatever your chosen drink is. Choose from
giant Apulian olives, classic or spicy pizzette,
or a Parma ham bruschetta. Whatever you
decide upon, do please take a seat at any of
the bars for a drink while the team happily
serve you the delicious (complimentary) treats
to go with it. Aperitivo Time, runs everyday
from 4pm to 7pm.

Italian food customs are very regional and
that applies to what is on offer for aperitivo,
too. Italians will say that Milan is, hands-down,
the best place for aperitivo in Italy; the bars
are buzzing and the selection of both food
and drinks for aperitivo is excellent. The
further south you go, the harder it is to find a
'proper' aperitivo, but the trend is catching on.
Rome, Florence, even Gino’s Naples all now
have thriving aperitivo scenes.
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PIZZET TE CLASSIC
MARGHERITA
MOZZARELLA, TOMATO
& FRESH BASIL (v)

PROSECCO PRIMO

TOMATO BRUSCHET TA
CLASSIC TOMATO &
BASIL WITH TOASTED
CIABATTA (Ve)

GRAPEFRUIT &
RASPBERRY SPRITZ

AMALFI SPRITZ
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PIZZET TE SUPER SPICY
SPICY SALAMI, ‘NDUJA,
PEPPER, MOZZARELLA,
PARSLEY & CHILLI

OLIVE
GIANT APULIAN
CERIGNOLA OLIVES (Ve)

PARMA HAM BRUSCHET TA
GORGONZOLA, HONEY
& TOASTED CIABATTA

STRAWBERRY &
POMEGRANATE
SPRITZ

NEGRONI
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SE ASON AL INGRE DIE NTS
With the change of the seasons, comes the change in our ingredients
and our dishes. I am passionate about using only the finest locally
grown produce when in season.
My mantra is “use the very best you can find, that way they only require
a little effort to make beautifully tasting dishes.”
With that in mind, my team and I go to great lengths to ensure that at
My Restaurants we work with producers who are just as passionate as
I am about quality ingredients. My head development chef cherry picks
those suppliers to ensure we are getting first-rate vegetables, herbs,
salads and fruit to make sure each bite from each dish, is full of
real flavour.
Here are just some of the seasonal ingredients that myself and my
team are working with this season to create this autumn & winter
menu for you.
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We are committed to using
the finest produce, and as
seasons allow we are proud
to be associated with some
of the artisan producers
listed below.
MUSH ROOM S
Ronan Strong, Walsh mushrooms,
Evesham, Worcestershire
C ELERY
Alan Webster, Webster’s Farm,
Ormskirk, Lancashire
FEN N EL
Alfredo di Santos, Perugia,
Umbria, Italy
CAVO LO N ERO
Chris Molyneux, Molyneux Kale
Company, Ormskirk, Lancashire
POTATOES
Andy Luca, Langley Brook Farm,
North Tamworth, Staffordshire
LEEKS
Gary Seddon, Homestead Farm,
Ormskirk, Lancashire
ON I ON S
James Parker, Parkers Farm,
Banks, Lancashire
R ADICCHIO LETTU C E
Alfredo di Santos, Perugia,
Umbria, Italy
SAGE
Roddy Cox, North Fosse Farm,
Radford Semele, Warwickshire
R OSEM ARY
Roddy Cox, North Fosse Farm,
Radford Semele, Warwickshire
THYM E
Roddy Cox, North Fosse Farm,
Radford Semele, Warwickshire
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FISH & SHELLFISH
SCA L LOPS
CB Horne Family,
Port St Mary, Isle of Man
M U SS E LS
Rope grown, Scotland
C LA M S
Landed daily,
Mediterranean Sea
L A NG OU ST I N E
Piper Family, Aberdeenshire,
North Scotland
RED P R AWN S
Landed daily, Huelva,
Southern Spain
C OD
Landed daily,
North Atlantic Ocean
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~
Our brand new online ordering system means you can order your
favourite drinks and dishes from every restaurant in our collection.
That’s right, fancy a bottle of our Amarone to go with your order?
We will get it ready for you to collect.
To celebrate the launch there’s 10% off every order
when you collect, plus you can also earn and redeem
Club Individual points too.

MY MAIN MENU
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MY M AIN ME NU
I was born and raised in Italy and my homeland has always shaped the
way I cook and dine, so it’s a pleasure to welcome you to My Restaurant.
My menus reflect what the seasons offer, so I have created one full of
crowd pleasing classics, inspired by my travels and my family archives
and by using hand-picked suppliers.
And the Italian experience doesn’t just stop there. You can drink and
dine all day at My Restaurants, sample cicchetti on me at any of My
Prosecco bars, party in one of the private dining rooms and take home a
memento of your night by striking a pose in front of the photo booths.
Benvenuto to My Restaurants and Buon Appetito!
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MY MAIN MENU

●

MY FAVOURITE DISHES

●

I've chosen a few of my favourite dishes from my books,
television shows and travels around the many regions of Italy
- they are perfect for the season. I hope they become
as much your favourites as they are mine.

50

25

FARFALLE WITH MUSHROOMS & SPINACH
PECORINO CREAM, WHITE WINE, GARLIC & THYME (v)
If you love creamy mushroom sauces, this vegetarian pasta dish is the one for you.
When I was filming the latest TV series I prepared it at the Tuscan winery Casa al Vento for
my friends Francesco and Giuseppe, after a well-deserved Chianti Classico wine bath.
Italian Express p.79
£13.25

25

25

d

Gino’s wine sommelier recommends:
Soave - Prà, Veneto
175ml £9.15 250ml £12.00 Bottle £35.00

VEAL MILANESE
CRISPY FRIED ROSE VEAL CUTLET IN BREADCRUMBS,
GARLIC & FRESH ROSEMARY
This is a Milanese classic and is one of my favourite ways to eat a veal chop. I prepared it for
my friends in Treviglio, about 40 kilometres east of Milan, after a very long cycle ride around
the town on the wonderful Bianchi bike I had borrowed from the factory where these
iconic bicycles are produced.
Italian Express p.138
£27.95
Gino’s wine sommelier recommends:
Bianchello del Metauro - Crespaia, Marche
175ml £8.35 250ml £10.50 Bottle £31.00

KING PRAWN RISOTTO
ASPARAGUS, PEA, LEEK & PECORINO CHEESE
This is the best selling risotto in my restaurants, and is a really lovely, fresh-tasting recipe.
Italian Express p.100
£14.50
Gino’s wine sommelier recommends:
Sauvignon Blanc - Il Cascinone, Piemonte
175ml £7.85 250ml £9.95 Bottle £28.50

●

ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES

●

Please always inform your server of any allergies before placing your order as not all ingredients can be listed
and we cannot guarantee the total absence of allergens in our dishes. Detailed allergen information is
available on request.
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MY MAIN MENU

●

BREAD & OLIVES

●

Everyone has a favourite smell that reminds them of home and mine is the smell of baked bread.
My grandfather built a wood-burning oven in his garden & many local people used to bring him
simple ingredients like flour, yeast, salt & extra virgin olive oil for him to make breads or pizza
in exchange for meat, fish or cheeses.
C E R I G N O L A O L I V E S (Ve)
In Italy we have hundreds of varieties
of olives and for you I have chosen one
from the Tavoliere, in Puglia. It’s juicy,
sweet and full of flavour.

GARLIC BREAD

£4.75

LAM

FRESH GARLIC & PARSLEY (Ve)

£5.50

TOMATO & BASIL (Ve)

£6.25

SMOKED PROVOLA CHEESE
& MOZZARELLA (v)

£6.95

FOCACCIA WITH CHERRY TOMATOES & OLIVES, CIABATTA BREAD, GRISSINI WITH FENNEL
& SEA SALT SERVED WITH CREAMY PESTO DIP (v)
A true Italian meal should always start with a selection of proper Italian breads.
We make all our bread by hand using traditional methods.
Italian Coastal Escape p.167, Italian Home Baking p.22
£5.25

SHARING
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●

In Italy sharing food is a way of life…

- Dunky Dunky Tomato Scarpetta BAKED FOCACCIA & CIABATTA BREAD SERVED WITH A MARZANINO TOMATO, OLIVE OIL,
GARLIC & FRESH BASIL SAUCE (Ve)
This is a light and delicious sharing starter that I’ve created with mini San Marzano tomatoes
to give you the authentic taste of Napoli.
£12.25

- Cicchetti 4 You PARMA HAM WITH GORGONZOLA & HONEY, CRISPY COD & LEMON MAYONNAISE, KING PRAWNS
& CHILLI MAYONNAISE, TOMATO & BASIL (Ve) ON TOASTED CIABATTA
Cicchetti are little bar snacks that are unique to Venice and always best served with a glass
of chilled Italian white wine, great for sharing.

R

Italian Express p.30, A Taste of the Sun p.16, Italian Adriatic Escape p.12
£21

SI

- Fantastico PARMA HAM, COPPA DI PARMA, BRESAOLA, SALAME NAPOLI, BUFFALO MOZZARELLA, PECORINO,
BUFFALO RICOTTA, OLIVES, CHARGRILLED BABY ARTICHOKES, SUN-DRIED TOMATOES & OUR BREAD BOARD
A selection of the best Italian ingredients on one board. My cured hams are all from Emilia Romagna
and Trentino and the mozzarella and buffalo ricotta are from Campania, the region in which I was born.
The chargrilled baby artichokes are a must try – the food of gods!
£24.95

*Menus are subject to change.
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Simplicity itself...
...that’s the key to Italian cuisine. Fresh, top quality seasonal ingredients
cooked simply to allow the flavours to speak for themselves.

£20.50
●

BRUSCHETTA & ANTIPASTI

●

In my family, we always start with antipasti & bruschetta (pronounced Brus-ketta, everyone!)
I absolutely love this part of the meal; the sharing of good food with
friends & family creates such a relaxed atmosphere.
PA R M A H A M B R U S C H E T TA

£17.50

CARPACCIO

24.25

GRILLED ASPARAGUS
£8.95
POACHED FREE RANGE EGG (v)
I cooked this recipe when I was filming in the beautiful
Tuscan town of Lucca, where I met a violin maker called
Fabio. He told me all about how to make the perfect
violin and how long it takes - 240 hours of really hard work.
To say thank you for the wonderful day we spent together,
I cooked him asparagus, his favourite vegetable,
with a poached egg - a classic combination.
Italian Express p.44

£7.95

GORGONZOLA, HONEY & TOASTED CIABATTA
In Italy we have so many varieties of Bruschetta
and if you go to Milano, they will serve gorgonzola
pretty much on anything. I loved the combination
of salty gorgonzola and Parma ham with the
sweetness of the honey, delicious.
Italian Express p.30

£11.95

THINLY SLICED BEEF FILLET, ROCKET
& PARSLEY OIL DRESSING
Carpaccio of beef is a dish that is served every
Sunday in many Italian homes. Our Aberdeen
Angus beef fillet is aged for 28 days and served
with a gremolata sauce and wild rocket leaves.
Italian Escape p.144

CRISPY COD BRUSCHETTA

ARANCINE
£8.50
CRISPY MUSHROOM RISOTTO BALLS, MOZZARELLA,
TOMATO & RED PEPPER SAUCE (v)
While I was filming in Sicily, I learned the real
secrets of how to make the perfect arancine.
Try them - you’ll want to learn those secrets too!
Italian Escape p.22

NORTHERN ITALIAN
VEGETABLE SOUP

£19.50

£9.50

TOMATO, OLIVES & BASIL PESTO
WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
Basil pesto and mussels, it’s not a combination you
see every day but in Genoa it seems to be the
“new thing” to do. Honestly, I wasn’t very sure at
the beginning but as soon as I tried it, I quickly
changed my mind. The sweet pesto works perfectly
with the mussels and the adding of the olives is the
“cherry on the cake”, simply Fantastico!!!
Italian Express p.46

TOMATO BRUSCHETTA

£6.95

CLASSIC TOMATO & BASIL WITH
TOASTED CIABATTA (Ve)
Deceptively simple, a tomato bruschetta really
comes alive when you choose and combine
several varieties of the finest tomatoes.
So that’s exactly what we do!
Italian Adriatic Escape p.12

CALAMARI
KING PRAWN BRUSCHETTA

£6.95

CHEESY CIABATTA (v)
When I was filming in the Cinque Terre town of
Manarola I made this soup for my guide, Giancarlo,
using the wonderful fresh local ingredients. Packed
full of vegetables, this soup is wholesome, hearty
and flavoursome, yet light.
Italian Express p.62

£12.95

STEAMED MUSSELS
GENOVESE STYLE

£9.50

LEMON MAYONNAISE & TOASTED CIABATTA
Whenever I have a party at my house my friends
always ask me to make this dish. The flavours of
the wild crispy cod served on lemon mayonnaise
and toasted ciabatta is unbeatable.
A Taste of the Sun p.16

COURGETTE, RED PEPPER,
GARLIC MAYONNAISE & LEMON
I love calamari fritti and at home I always serve
them with freshly made garlic mayonnaise and fried
courgettes. “It’s a taste of Casa D’Acampo”

£9.50

CHILLI MAYONNAISE & TOASTED CIABATTA
A light, simple starter - it’s delicious, especially if
accompanied by a cheeky glass of Prosecco…
A Taste of the Sun p.16
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MY MAIN MENU

●

PIZZA

●

I’m sure my mother must have weaned us on pizza - I don’t ever remember life without it!
CLASSIC MARGHERITA
£11.25
MOZZARELLA, TOMATO & FRESH BASIL (v)
This classic Neapolitan pizza was created for Margherita,
the Queen of Italy. Along with the Marinara, it’s the pizza
of choice for any native Neapolitan.
Italian Home Baking p.170

PUTTANESCA
£11.95
MOZZARELLA, TOMATO, CHILLI,
ANCHOVY, OLIVES & SAGE
After a days filming I enjoy nothing more than relaxing
with a slice of pizza in one hand and a beer in the other.
The pizza always has anchovies like the Puttanesca
and the beer is always Italian.
Italian Adriatic Escape p.144

THE REAL NEAPOLITAN
£15.25
ITALIAN SAUSAGE, FRIARIELLI,
MOZZARELLA & CHILLI
If you go to Napoli you will find this pizza everywhere.
At My Restaurant, my aim is always to serve you
not only the best food but a real Italian eating
experience. Friarielli with mozzarella, proper Italian
sausages, chilli and extra virgin olive oil.

SMOKED SALMON
£14.50
MASCARPONE, MOZZARELLA & CHIVES
The first time I tried this pizza topping was on the island
of Elba, off the coast of Tuscany. It isn’t traditional, but
the combination of smoked salmon, soft creamy cheeses
and chives works really well and I was seriously impressed.
Italian Coastal Escape p.155

CAPRICCIOSA
£13.25
HAM, MOZZARELLA, MUSHROOMS & OLIVES
Capricciosa means ‘the naughty one’, and this pizza is
so called because it was created to please everybody.
Perfect for a starter, great in a packed lunch, delicious
if you are watching a movie… I’ve even been known to
eat it cold for breakfast after a heavy night. Yum yum!
Italian Escape p.108

MARINATED & GRILLED CHICKEN

SUPER-SPICY
£14.50
SPICY SALAMI, ‘NDUJA, PEPPER,
MOZZARELLA, PARSLEY & CHILLI
This is the pizza for when the boys come round to watch
football. I like to use a spicy salami that has a real kick
(no pun intended), but you can go as hot as you can
handle! I’m a real fan of heat, so I like to pep it up even
more with a good dash of chilli flakes. Fondo alla rete,
or ‘back of the net’, as we say in Italy!
Healthy Italian For Less p.96

●

£13.95

MOZZARELLA, TOMATO & FRESH BASIL
I am breaking so many rules with this pizza…
Generally speaking, Italians NEVER put chicken on
pizza. The Brits love chicken, and they love pizza,
so this is my gift to you! We marinate the chicken
to retain its succulence, and top it on an otherwise
classic margherita pizza.

FIORENTINA

£13.50

SPINACH, EGG, TOMATO, MOZZARELLA
& PECORINO CHEESE (v)
This is a firm favourite in the D’Acampo household
and there’s always an argument over who gets the last
piece. My eldest son, Luciano, usually wins. By the way,
this classic from Florence is a great way to make sure
everyone’s getting their greens...
Italian Escape p.111
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We always strive to use the freshest seasonal ingredients wherever possible..
TUNA & BEAN
£8.95/£13.25
CHERRY TOMATOES, ROCKET,
OLIVES & CHIVES
Each year I spend the summer with my family
on the island of Sardinia, and we enjoy this salad
at least once a week.
Italian Express p.37

G R I L L E D C H I C K E N C A E S A R £8.95/£13.25
GEM LETTUCE, PANCETTA, CROUTONS,
PECORINO CHEESE & CAESAR DRESSING
The popularity of this salad around the world is
most likely due to a man that bears the salad’s
name, Caesar Cardini. Here I have made
it my own. Enjoy!

CAPRESE
£8.50/£12.75
CLASSIC TOMATO, GARLIC & FRESH BASIL
SALAD WITH BUFFALO MOZZARELLA (v)
No matter where you are in Italy, the Caprese
salad is always a main feature on any menu and
for any occasion. The combination of tomatoes,
garlic and mozzarella is perfect for the palate
as well as pleasing to the eyes.
Italian Express p.33

HERB-CRUSTED HAM
& AVOCADO

£8.95/£13.25

SUN-DRIED TOMATOES, SWEETCORN, ROCKET,
PECORINO CHEESE & MUSTARD DRESSING
This salad makes a great lunch or supper, in addition
to ham it contains all kinds of goodies, including
avocado which is incredibly nutritious and sweetcorn,
rich in vitamins, minerals and antioxidants.
Italian Express p.156

*Menus are subject to change.
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MY MAIN MENU

●

PASTA & RISOTTO

●

I can talk about pasta all day long. It’s definitely the one thing I’d be happy to eat every day
for the rest of my life. There are so many different pasta shapes & of course, sauces
to accompany them. How could anyone ever tire of a perfect plate of pasta?
LINGUINE WITH SEAFOOD

RAVIOLI WITH HAM & RICOTTA

£18.25

WILD RED PRAWN, MUSSELS, CLAMS,
CALAMARI, TOMATO & CHILLI
This has to be one of my mother’s best creations –
she prepared it for me every time I visited her.
Please do not ask for grated cheese on top;
it’s not how seafood is eaten in Italy and you
would never have wanted to upset my mother!
The Italian Diet p.103

MAMMA’S CHICKEN RISOTTO

LASAGNE
£13.75
SLOW COOKED BEEF RAGÙ, TOMATO,
PECORINO CHEESE & BASIL PESTO
I probably should have named this dish after my mother,
Alba. She first showed me how to make it when I was
about 8 years old and was always my sternest critic.
That’s why I have to make sure it’s always just right!
Gino’s Pasta p.121

£13.25

TOMATO, WHITE WINE, PECORINO CHEESE
& PARSLEY
My mother used to cook this risotto for my sister
and me every week, as it’s so tasty we loved it.
Enjoy with a good bottle of full-bodied
Italian red wine.
Italian Express p.103

FETTUCCINE BOLOGNESE
£13.75
SLOW COOKED BEEF RAGÙ & PECORINO CHEESE
I have used my grandfather’s recipe since I was
16 years old and I still think it’s the best Bolognese
sauce ever. My nonno Giovanni would be so proud
to have this dish on My Restaurant’s menu.
Gino’s Pasta p.27

GNOCCHI MARGHERITA
£12.25
POTATO DUMPLINGS, TOMATO, BUFFALO
MOZZARELLA & FRESH BASIL (v)
These delectable little potato dumplings are still not
fully appreciated by the British palate, but I have never
met anyone who doesn’t like this dish. What’s more,
it definitely gets the thumbs up from children. If you
prefer a little extra kick, drizzle over some chilli oil.
Italian Express p.106

RIGATONI WITH BASIL PESTO

£10.50

GARLIC, CHERRY TOMATOES
& PECORINO CHEESE (v)
I went to visit a friend of mine, Daniele, in the
beautiful Ligurian region where basil grows at
its best. He introduced me to pesto alla Genovese
and I have to admit that since then it’s been one
of my top pasta recipes to cook at home.
Gino’s Pasta p.62

FETTUCCINE WITH SAUSAGE
£14.75
PEAS, MASCARPONE & WHITE TRUFFLE OIL
When I visited Turin for the latest TV series I was lucky
enough to drive a vintage Fiat 500 around the Lingotto
racetrack on top of the old Fiat factory, fulfilling a
childhood dream. I then had the pleasure of cooking
this delicious pasta dish right in the middle of the track
for my city guides and new friends, Carlo, Massimo
and Laura. It is a day that I will never forget.
Italian Express p.85

LINGUINE WITH LOBSTER

£12.75

SUN-DRIED TOMATOES & SPICY
CALABRIAN SAUSAGE
In the D’Acampo family we adore making fresh
filled pasta and this recipe is one of our top ten
must have meals.
Gino’s Pasta p.38

BUCATINI CARBONARA
£13.75
FREE RANGE EGGS, PANCETTA & PECORINO CHEESE
We make it like it should be made - no cream,
just free range eggs, Pecorino cheese from Sardinia
and diced crispy pancetta from Emilia Romagna.
Gino’s Pasta p.146

£27.25

CHERRY TOMATOES, WHITE WINE,
GARLIC, CHILLI & PARSLEY
People often ask me what I would choose for
my last supper. Well, this is it! Lobster can be
a bit expensive, but the flavour is superb and,
for a special occasion - or even if you just fancy
a treat - it’s worth splurging for such an
amazing pasta dish.
Gino’s Pasta p.60

RIGATONI ARRABBIATA
CHILLI, GARLIC & TOMATO (Ve)
Arrabbiata means ‘angry’ in Italian, and I guess
they used it to name this dish because of the
heat of the chilli peppers in the sauce. This dish
is fiery, fun and always fantastic!
Gino’s Pasta p.122
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●

MAINS

●

As well as loving all kinds of meat, I can’t remember a time when I didn’t enjoy fish at least once
a week. As you know, I’m from the south of Italy, where seafood is so fresh and abundant
that many people eat it daily.
CHICKEN BREAST IN A
LE M O N & C A P E R SAU C E

CO D I N ACQ UA PA Z Z A

£16.75

£20.50

POTATOES, CHERRY TOMATOES,
CAPERS & OLIVES
The northern Italians use cod quite a lot, and it’s
usually cooked very simply, as in this classic recipe
(Acqua Pazza means ’crazy water’). Containing
potatoes, it’s a great one-pot supper dish.
Italian Express p.112

GREEN BEANS, PARSLEY & GARLIC
Although the combination of lemon and capers
is commonly used in fish dishes, it works just as well
with chicken. The sharpness of the lemon and the
salty tanginess of the capers contrast beautifully
with the delicate flavour of the meat.
Italian Express p.124

In

PA R
CRISPY CHICKEN BREAST
SEA BASS

STUFFED WITH MOZZARELLA, SUN-DRIED
TOMATOES & BASIL PESTO
Pesto originated in Genoa and is a firm favourite
as a pasta sauce choice, but why stop there?
Here pesto makes stuffed breaded chicken
extra special; done like this, it really doesn’t
get any better.
A Taste of the Sun p.156

£19.95

ITALIAN SALSA & LEMON
This fish dish comes from, “Fantastico”, the first
cookbook I ever wrote. I can’t believe that after
all these years I still enjoy making this recipe
as much as ever.
Fantastico! p.93

CRISPY DUCK

£18.75

SPICY TOMATO SAUCE, ‘NDUJA, ANCHOVIES,
PEAS, OLIVES & CAPERS
‘Nduja is a spicy salami paste made with hot red
Calabrian chillies. It is so versatile and will seriously
transform your cooking - it’s hot, sweet and smoky
at the same time. Here I have paired it with juicy
prawns to create a sumptuous, classy and
comforting dish.
Italian Coastal Escape p.74

AUBERGINE PARMIGIANA

ARA

£12.95

SMOKED PROVOLA CHEESE, PECORINO
& BASIL PESTO (v)
My favourite way to cook aubergines. This recipe
has been in my family for many generations
and I want you to experience it for yourselves.
Veg Italia p.187

C H I C K E N C A C C I AT O R E
£17.50
CHICKEN BREAST IN A SPICY TOMATO SAUCE
WITH PANCETTA & ROSEMARY
Cacciatore means hunter in Italian and every family
in Italy makes this dish at least once a week. When
I cook it, I love the way the aroma fills the kitchen,
it’s packed full of flavour from the smoky pancetta,
rustic tomato sauce and white wine. Trust me,
it’s the perfect supper, any night of the week.
Pronto p.47

SLOW COOKED BEEF

STE
GEN

£19.50

BRAISED BEEF IN RED WINE SERVED
WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
My beef is aged for 28 days before cooking
in red wine for over 12 hours; it will melt in your
mouth. And if you haven’t chosen your wine yet,
get a bottle of Cannonau to go with this stew…
trust me on this one!
Islands in the Sun p.88

*Menus are subject to change.
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£13.95

BEEF & PORK, TOMATO, CHILLI, BASIL,
SERVED WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
I cooked these meatballs in Verona, after spending the
afternoon as a life model for a group of artists... what an
experience! This dish is really delicious and filling.
Italian Express p.135
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C A L A B R I A N S T Y L E K I N G P R AW N S £24.25

CHERRY & RED WINE SAUCE
Cherries are very popular in Italy - particularly in
Emilia Romagna and Veneto, where there is a
famous local cherry festival (Sagra delle Ciliegie)
in the old town of Marostica from May to June
each year. The sweet cherry sauce and crispy
duck are a match made in heaven!
Hidden Italy p.121

MEATBALLS IN A SPICY
TOMATO SAUCE

£17.50
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MY SPECIALITY GRILL

Translated from “Grigliata”, this is a traditional Italian style of cooking, focusing on simple
ingredients, that use the fire to enhance their flavour. Here at My Restaurants, you can choose from
high quality cuts of meat, fish and chicken, steeped in marinade, seared on our grill and served
with home made sauces or salsas, each chosen to complement the natural flavours of each dish.
LAMB CUTLETS

£5.50
£6.25
£6.95

D

●

FISH SKEWERS WITH
SPICY TARTARE SAUCE

£20.75

GRILLED PANCETTA, HONEY, LEMON
& ROSEMARY SAUCE
Inspired by the authentic Roman cooking of Anna
Dente, this dish reflects the Romans’ love of meat
and all things sweet.
Italian Escape p.134

SWORDFISH, CALAMARI & KING PRAWNS
I barbecued these delicious fish skewers on
the beautiful beach of San Domino, one of the
Tremiti Islands.
Italian Adriatic Escape p.49

YELLOWFIN TUNA

SWORDFISH
£19.50
ROAST NEW POTATOES & GREMOLATA
I cooked this dish overlooking the beach at Pescoluse,
on the Puglian coast. It’s known as the Maldives of
Salento and is a hidden paradise. Gremolata is a
dressing of raw chopped garlic, parsley and lemon
zest, perfect with the simply grilled swordfish.
Italian Adriatic Escape p.52

£21

LENTIL, TOMATO & CAPER SALSA
Fish is incredibly good for you and tuna is a really
top superfood. The flavour is great and, in my opinion,
tuna shouldn’t be smothered with thick sauce which is why I love this recipe.
Italian Escape p.191

VEAL CHOP

£27.95

CHICKEN SKEWERS

TOMATOES, FENNEL, RED PEPPER & CAPERS
This is my idea of a rustic, healthy recipe and is
inspired by my journey through Marche, the veal
chop works perfectly with the piquancy of the
capers and sweetness of the raisins and honey.
Italian Adriatic Escape p.86

●

£22.25

£16.95

ITALIAN BEANS, FENNEL & MINT
This is a great way to cook chicken – the sweetness
of the marmalade combines with the smokiness
and spice of the paprika to give a delicious glaze.
Italian Adriatic Escape p.92

STEAKS

●

Specialising in the best steak cuts provided by my very own butchers in Cheshire.
Working closely with specialist Angus and Hereford farmers, my cuts are hand selected,
some of which are then dry aged on the bone for a minimum of 35 days.
Served with fries and your choice from one of our freshly prepared sauces;
peppercorn, blue cheese (v), arrabbiata (v), salsa verde (v)

ABERDEEN ANGUS & HEREFORD
Aged 28 days. Grass fed, leaner than grain fed with a fuller, beefier flavour, high in essential omega 3 & 6.

R U M P (225g)
S I R L O I N (225g)

£21
£22.95

R I B E Y E (225g)

£24.75

F I L L E T (225g)

£29.50

SHARING CUTS
Native British breeds dry aged up to 35 days.

T A G L I A T A D I M A N Z O (800g)
£64.75
Bone in prime rib, one of the finest steak cuts,
tender with a wonderful rich flavour.
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B I S T E C C A F I O R E N T I N A (800g)
Sirloin on one side of the bone & fillet
on the other. Best of both worlds.

£64.75

MY MAIN MENU

●

SIDES

●

I find that carefully chosen side dishes really enhance the meal & can be every bit
as good as the dish taking centre stage.
SPICY SPINACH

COURGETTE FRIES

£4.50

GARLIC & CHILLI (Ve)
There is nothing healthier or tastier than a good
plate of spinach. The combination of the garlic
and the chilli works beautifully with the
earthiness of the spinach.
Fantastico! p.133

TOMATO & BASIL SALAD

TRUFFLE CHEESY FRIES
£4.50
PECORINO CHEESE
Freshly peeled, cut and fried potatoes, served
with truffle oil and grated Pecorino cheese sprinkled
on top… do I really need to say any more?

£4.25

BALSAMIC DRESSING (Ve)
I have carefully selected the best tomatoes for
this simple salad. The only thing we have to do is
fold in a few fresh basil leaves and job done!

ROAST NEW POTATOES
£4.50
PEPPERS, GARLIC & ROSEMARY (Ve)
This is the way my mother used to cook potatoes for
me when I was growing up, and it’s how I make roast
potatoes for my wife and children today. It makes
a perfect accompaniment to any fish or meat dish.
Italian Express p.174
ROCKET & PECORINO SALAD

FRIES

GREEN BEANS
£4.25
BALSAMIC DRESSING & GARLIC (Ve)
Italians love green beans and grow many different
kinds, some of which are purplish and mottled
or yellow rather than bright green. For this recipe
I have used the more familiar fine green beans.
It’s my favourite green bean recipe of all time
and is fantastic with fish.
Gino’s Hidden Italy p.14

£4.25

PEPERONATA
£4.50
ROAST PEPPERS, FENNEL & TOMATO (Ve)
A southern Italian peperonata is a delicious side
dish. Roasted red peppers work perfectly with the
piquancy of the capers and sweetness of the raisins
and honey.

SUNDAY ROASTS

£4.25

SEA SALT
Freshly peeled, cut and fried potatoes
served with sea salt.

BALSAMIC DRESSING
A simple, classic Italian salad… the best rocket
leaves, a mature Pecorino Sardo and fantastic
balsamic vinegar.

●

£4.50

SEA SALT
Slightly naughty, but a little bit virtuous too
(after all, it’s a green vegetable and one of
your five-a-day, right?), these fries are amazingly
addictive and my kids love them.
Italian Escape p.226

MIXED SALAD

£4.25

ROCKET, SPINACH, TOMATOES,
CUCUMBER & FENNEL (Ve)
A simple salad to complement any
of my dishes.

●

●

AVAILABLE SUNDAYS
12NOON – 6PM

BAMBINO

●

UNDER THE AGE OF 11
See our separate children’s menu.
Offering a selection of classic Italian dishes
in smaller portions.

SLOW ROAST BEEF
Aged 28 days, Aberdeen Angus beef rump
with garlic & thyme

●

●

Lemon & rosemary

VEGETARIAN
& VEGAN

All served with crisp golden roast potatoes,
vegetables, Yorkshire pudding & roasting gravy.
Ask your server to see our separate menu.

Offering a selection of vegetarian and
vegan dishes, ask your server to see our
separate menu.

HERB ROAST CHICKEN

Please always inform your server of any allergies before placing your order as not all ingredients can be listed
and we cannot guarantee the total absence of allergens in our dishes. Detailed allergen information is
available on request.
An optional service charge will be added to your bill.

*Menus are subject to change.
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LOM B A R DY
MILAN

P O VA L L E Y

VEAL MILANESE
CRISPY FRIED ROSE VEAL CUTLET
IN BREADCRUMBS, GARLIC
& FRESH ROSEMARY
This is a Milanese classic and my favourite
way to eat a veal chop. 'Milanese' in this
instance means to coat the meat with flour or
breadcrumbs and brown in hot oil or butter,
and this style of cooking in Italy dates back to
the 12th century. I had the pleasure of cooking
and serving this in a town called Treviglio,
which is the birthplace of the world’s oldest
bike company – the iconic Bianchi bicycle.
After an exhausting bike ride, I knew this was
just the dish to replenish my energy levels.
When I make it, I always fry in a mixture of
fresh rosemary, garlic and serve with lemon
to enhance the flavours and the golden
breadcrumbs lock in the moisture of the meat
resulting in a fragrant and succulent dish.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.138

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
BIANCHELLO DEL METAURO CRESPAIA

“This is a delicate organic wine from the Marche
region of Italy. With strong notes of stone fruits,
peaches, plums, and nectarines, it’s a complex wine
with great richness that lingers in the mouth.”
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MY FAVOURITES
EVERY SEASON I SELECT THREE DISHES FROM MY FAMILY’S ARC HIVES THAT
MEAN A LOT TO ME PERSON ALLY, AND AL SO CELEBRATE WHAT THE NEW
AUTUMN AND WINTER SEASONS HAVE TO OFFER.

K IN G PR AWN R I SOT TO
ASPARAGUS, PEA, LEEK
& PECORINO CHEESE
This risotto is a long-standing favourite of
mine and I just had to give it the recognition
it deserves. The silky risotto rice is cooked
to the bite, the peas add sweetness, the
spears of firm asparagus adds texture, the
tangy pecorino adds a tartness and then
the whole dish is crowned with the sautéed
plump prawns.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.100

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
SAUVIGNON BL ANC IL CASCINONE

“This wine has ripe fruit flavours with delicate
elderflower character.”

FARFALLE WITH MUSHROOMS
& SPINACH
PECORINO CREAM, WHITE WINE,
GARLIC & THYME (v)
The farfalle pasta (translated as butterfly, but also
known as bowtie) dates back to the 16th century
in the northern Italian regions of Lombardy and
Emilia Romagna. Even though you can serve this
pasta with most types of sauces, farfalle is best
suited to cream or tomato ones, as it coats the
indentations of the 'wings' really well. That’s why
I use it in this vegetarian friendly dish, and it’s
base is a creamy thyme infused sauce cooked
with woody mushrooms and fresh wilted spinach.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.79

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
SOAVE PRÁ

“The Soave is a great partner for the high acidity
with a medium body and pleasant lingering taste
on the palate.”
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DUNKY DUNKY
TOMATO SCARPET TA
BAKED FOCACCIA & CIABATTA
BREAD SERVED WITH A MARZANINO
TOMATO, OLIVE OIL, GARLIC
& FRESH BASIL SAUCE (Ve)
Sometimes the best ideas come to you when
you least expect them, and that’s true of the
inception of this deceptively super simple
tomato sharing starter.
“I had just finished filming “Gordon, Gino
and Fred, American Road Trip” and was in
the kitchen with the chefs at the opening
of my Birmingham restaurant. As they were
preparing that evenings orders, what can
I say.. the smell of tomatoes being cooked
made me reach for a pan, and I started
throwing in ingredients. I think I was craving
simple rustic Italian food, and the sweet taste
of San Marzano tomatoes always makes me
think of my hometown of Naples.
A bit of tweaking with the salt, the garlic,
and “ecco qua”, I made the perfect red-carpet
sauce to roll out when you want to impress
your guests with a starter that packs a punch,
but will take you just five minutes to make.
We serve this with ciabatta and focaccia so
you can dunk those hunks of bread in. Try it,
and you too will be in Italian foodie heaven.”
P.S. Scarpetta means slipper. Watch the
shape you make with your bread when you
dunk your bread in, it looks like a slipper!

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
CANNONAU ISOL A’S

“A classic Cannonau (or Grenache) from Sardinia,
it’s approachable and fruit-forward yet with huge
character and depth.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: FERGHETTINA BRUT

“The freshness and acidity of the wine match perfectly with the fatness of this dish.”

PARMA HAM BRUSCHET TA
GORGONZOLA, HONEY & TOASTED CIABATTA
In Italy, we have so many varieties of bruschetta and if you go to Milano they will serve Gorgonzola
on pretty much anything. The combination of the sweet honey and creamy Gorgonzola with our
salty Parma ham...it’s delicious.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.30
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NORTHERN ITALIAN VEGETABLE SOUP
CHEESY CIABATTA (V)
Otherwise known as a minestrone, no menu is complete without this Italian classic. I made my
version of the soup when I was filming in the Cinque Terre town of Manarola, using the wonderful
fresh local ingredients. Packed full of vegetables like carrots, celery, potatoes, sliced cabbage,
courgettes and even cannellini beans, this soup is wholesome, hearty, flavoursome, yet light.
No soup is complete without either bread or croutons, so I’ve made a hybrid of both! I serve it with
two slices of toasted ciabatta, with a pecorino cheese butter melted on top. Together it adds
crunch and a saltiness to the freshness of the soup.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.62

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: GRECO DI TUFO

“This is one of Italy’s finest white grape varieties, it’s taut, mineral and concentrated, and works well with
the punchy soup.”
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CARPACCIO
THINLY SLICED BEEF FILLET, ROCKET & PARSLEY OIL DRESSING
This is a classic from my archives and one that I will always keep on my menu. Carpaccio is a dish
of meat or fish, thinly sliced or pounded thin and served mainly as an appetizer. It’s an enduring
favourite Italian starter and was invented in 1950 by Giuseppe Cipriani from Harry’s Bar in Venice.
70 years on and it’s now a starter known throughout the world. I serve this with a generous drizzle
of parsley salsa and a handful of peppery rocket which complements the beef perfectly.
ITALIAN ESCAPE P.144

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: MERLOT IL CASCIONE

“This wine is a full flavoured one with layers of black fruits and toasty spice aromas which complements the beef.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: VERMENTINO CHEREMI

“Ripe fruit. Mineral, lemon & nuttiness. A fantastic wine to pair with the mussels and sweet pesto.”

STEAMED MUSSELS GENOVESE STYLE
TOMATO, OLIVES & BASIL PESTO WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
Basil pesto and mussels seems to be the ‘new thing’ in Genoa; honestly, I wasn’t very sure at first
but as soon as I tried it I quickly changed my mind. The sweet pesto works perfectly with our ropegrown mussels and the adding of the Abruzzo olives is the ‘cherry on the cake’. Simply fantastico!
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.46
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: PROSECCO CONEGLIANO VALDOBBIADENE SUPERIORE DOCG BRUT

“The elegant bouquet on the nose will create a nice balance on the palate with the delicate food flavours.”

CRISPY COD BRUSCHET TA
LEMON MAYONNAISE & TOASTED CIABATTA
Whenever I have a party at my house my friends always ask me to make this dish! The flavours
of the wild, crispy cod served on lemon mayonnaise and toasted bruschetta is unbeatable.
The ciabatta we use, like all our bread, is made daily by our bakers.
A TASTE OF THE SUN P.16
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TUNA & BEAN SALAD
CHERRY TOMATOES, ROCKET, OLIVES & CHIVES
A classic Italian salad, we eat this as a family at least once a week. My wife Jessica often makes it
in the morning, and then stores it in the fridge, ready to eat anywhere! It’s a great combination of
salty flaked oily tuna and olives, which cut through the sweetness of the cherry tomatoes, meaty
cannellini and butter beans and peppery rocket. Fresh, filling and tasty.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.37

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: PINOT NERO CASTEL DEL LUPO

“Italian Pinot Noir is a great ‘go to’ wine, as it works with more or less every dish that features tomatoes in it.
It’s a light red wine with delicate tannins which works well with the meatiness of the beans, and the acidity
of the wine will pair with the light ‘greasiness’ of the dish.”
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HERB-CRUSTED HAM & AVOCADO SALAD
SUN-DRIED TOMATOES, SWEETCORN, ROCKET, PECORINO CHEESE
& MUSTARD DRESSING
Hearty is not an adjective you would usually use to describe an Italian salad, but this one is
enough to satisfy your hunger at lunch or dinner. That’s because as well as the herb crusted ham,
it is packed full of all sorts of good proteins, veggies and oils; avocado, sweetcorn, tomatoes
and pecorino. The ham is served in generous chunks, and we dress the salad with a mustard
and white wine vinaigrette and top with grated pecorino.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.156

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: GAVI DI GAVI NUOVO QUADRO

“I cannot stress how much this wine is fantastic with every dish! Specifically, though in this salad there is some
complexity with the flavours, and the delicate bouquet of the wine and the medium acidity will balance all the
flavours in a pleasant harmony.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: PINOT NERO CASTEL DEL LUPO

“Pinot Noir is a good “go with anything” light red wine, and this particular one’s tannins complement the light
'fatness' of the chicken and the oil from the mozzarella.”

MARINATED & GRILLED CHICKEN PIZZA
MOZZARELLA, TOMATO & FRESH BASIL
I am breaking so many rules with this pizza… Generally speaking, Italians top their pizza with grilled,
roasted or raw vegetables, different cheeses, tuna and cured meats. We NEVER put meat or chicken
on our pizza, the only exception being sausage. So, why have I chosen to create this chicken pizza?
Well, the Brits love chicken, and they love pizza, so this is my gift to you! We marinate the chicken
to retain its succulence, and top it on an otherwise classic margherita pizza, and “ecco qua”,
a pizza to satisfy the English taste buds. Enjoy!
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
GRECO DI TUFO VILL A RAIANO

“You need a complex combination of flavours to work
with this intense white wine from Campania, which
is why I pair it with this pizza, earthy robust spinach,
the fresh egg and the two creamy cheeses more
than stand up to the minerality of this wine.”
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FIORENTINA PIZZA
SPINACH, EGG, TOMATO, MOZZARELLA
& PECORINO CHEESE (v)
The Fiorentina is a firm favourite in the
D’Acampo house and always creates
arguments over who gets the last piece, my
eldest son, Luciano normally wins. For a pizza,
it’s the healthiest you can find and this true
classic from Florence is a great way of getting
the whole family eating their greens. Just look
at it though, I think it’s a sunny smile on a plate.
At My Restaurant we have our very own
recipe for the pizza dough using a blend of
fine Italian flours and slow acting yeast.
The dough is freshly made each day by our
own in-house master bread makers which is
then stretched by hand to order by one of
our skilled pizza chefs.
The British free-range eggs we use are
sourced from Richard Adams of Brookside
farm in Lancashire, using Nova brown hens.
ITALIAN ESCAPE P.111
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: NEGROAMARO VERSANTE ROSÉ

“This is an Apulian rosé, from the south of Italy, which has a raspberry aroma and medium acidity which
complements the medium aroma intensity and ‘fatness’ of the mascarpone cheese.”

SMOKED SALMON PIZZA
MASCARPONE, MOZZARELLA & CHIVES
I’m on a roll with non-traditional Italian pizzas, because I love experimenting with new flavours,
and with this pizza the combination works beautifully. I first tried a version of this when I was on the
Tuscan island of Elba, and I was intrigued by the mixture of soft creamy cheeses paired with the
smoked salmon. Our smoked salmon comes from the Severn & Wye Smokery, situated on the edge
of the Royal Forest of Dean between two of England’s most celebrated salmon rivers, because they
practice the old-fashioned art of smoking.
ITALIAN COASTAL ESCAPE P.155
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MAMMA’S CHICKEN RISOT TO
TOMATO, WHITE WINE, PECORINO CHEESE & PARSLEY
I have adapted this recipe from the one that my mamma made for me and my sister when we were
younger, but developed the technique as I wanted to make a risotto that’s super speedy but doesn’t
compromise on the deep flavours that a long cook normally creates. I use chunks of chicken as the
meat takes on the salty flavours of the butter and pecorino cheese plus the sweetness of the
tomato passata.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.103

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: PECORINO CONTESA

“This is a savoury tomato based risotto with a dry white wine and vegetable stock base, so is perfectly
complemented and balanced by the high acidity of this Pecorino wine.”
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RAVIOLI WITH HAM & RICOT TA
SUN DRIED TOMATOES & SPICY
CALABRIAN SAUSAGE
In the D’Acampo family we adore making fresh
filled pasta and this recipe is one of our top ten
must-have meals. My in house chefs
fill each parcel with a little Ricotta & Pecorino
cheese and Prosciutto Cotto from the Emilia
Romagna region of Northern Italy. We cook the
‘half-moon’ shaped ravioli carefully and serve
with spicy ‘Nduja (a spicy Italian pork paste that
originates from the southern region
of Calabria) and Simonini sausage from
Tuscany. Piccante!
GINO’S PASTA P.38
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
BIANCHELLO DEL METAURO

“This dish will work perfectly with this complex and
rich white wine, it has a racy acidity and flavours
of peach, plum & nectarine.”
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FET TUCCINE WITH SAUSAGE
PEAS, MASCARPONE & WHITE TRUFFLE OIL
I love this dish for two reasons. Number one, it will always remind me of the time I drove a vintage
Fiat 500 around the rooftop Lingotto racetrack in Turin, fulfilling a childhood dream and then
I cooked this for my city guides, overlooking the magnificent city. Number two: it’s so easy to make
and is absolutely delicious! I use Italian sausage, which is characterised by the use of fennel, and
cook it in a creamy ragù made with mascarpone cheese and not a tomato based one. Add in bright
green spring peas for a pop of colour and sweetness, mix with al dente ribbons of fettuccine,
and finish with a drizzle of truffle oil. Delizioso!
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.103

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: BAROLO AL ASIA

“A dish with complex preparation and long flavour persistency on the palate needs a complex wine with high
alcohol and high tannins to balance the succulence of the food.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: VALPOLICELL A CL ASSICO RIPASSO MONTIGOLI

“A rich dish like this needs a wine with medium to high alcohol content. The medium tannins of the Valpolicella
also balances with the meat, on your palate.”

MEATBALLS IN A SPICY TOMATO SAUCE
BEEF & PORK, TOMATO, CHILLI, BASIL, SERVED WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
Meatballs have always been a mainstay on my menus, and I like to tweak them every season.
This version uses a mixture of beef and pork which means they retain their succulence, and I’ve also
added a little secret ingredient, something caramelised, to add a bit more depth and sweetness to
this… I wonder if you can taste it? I also use a pinch of chilli flakes in the tomato sauce, so you get
a kick of their heat, enough to feel the warmth, but not enough to have you gasping for water.
You can obviously serve the meatballs with pasta or plain boiled rice, but I prefer to offer this
dish with toasted ciabatta, as it’s perfect to mop up the delicious tomato sauce with!
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.135
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RIGATONI WITH BASIL PESTO
GARLIC, CHERRY TOMATOES
& PECORINO CHEESE (v)
I first created a version of this dish back in the
early noughties, when I would make it with
the long thin linguine strands of pasta. I was
in the beautiful northern region of Liguria,
which is the birthplace of Italian pesto alla
Genovese, and I made homemade pesto
using fresh basil, pine nuts, garlic, pecorino
cheese and olive oil.
It fast became a firm favourite, but for 2020,
I want to revisit this dish. So I now use rigatoni
as the ridges on the tubes helps to suck up
the pesto sauce, and it “clings” to the pasta.
It might seem a little unorthodox, but try it,
and I think you’ll agree this reboot is
simply fantastico.
GINO’S PASTA P.62
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
GAVI DI GAVI NUOVO QUADRO

“An Italian classic wine that’s fantastic with every
dish. In this dish there is some complexity in the mix
of the ingredients but the delicate bouquet of the
wine and the medium acidity will balance all
the flavours in a pleasant harmony.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: BIANCHELLO DEL METAURO CRESPAIA

“This is a delicate organic wine from the Marche region of Italy. With strong notes of stone fruits, peaches, plums,
and nectarines, it’s a complex wine with great richness that lingers in the mouth. The wine also has a soft, fruity
scent, tastes dry and tangy, and harmoniously complements the chicken”.

CHICKEN BREAST IN A LEMON & CAPER SAUCE
GREEN BEANS, PARSLEY & GARLIC
When you think of lemons and capers, you would be forgiven for thinking that I am putting them
together with in a fish dish. But through experimenting with flavours, (or by accident, you decide)
I found that these two traditional “fish flavour enhancers” work brilliantly with chicken!
The sharpness of the lemon and the tanginess of the capers contrast beautifully with the delicate
flavour of the meat, which in turn takes on the characteristics of the sauce. I serve this with
blanched firm green beans. It tastes great and looks pretty on the plate too.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.124
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SLOW COOKED BEEF
BRAISED BEEF IN RED WINE SERVED WITH TOASTED CIABATTA
Isn’t this picture just what an Autumn or Winter dish looks like? I start with the very best Aberdeen
Angus feather blade of beef from British farms, skilfully cut by our own butcher’s shop in Cheshire,
to make this stew. Then my chefs braise the beef in red wine with herbs and stock for 12 hours until
it’s melt-in-the-mouth soft, and serve it simply with bread made in house by our bakery team.
Trust me, all that time and patience tells in the first to the final mouthful.
ISL ANDS IN THE SUN P.88

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: AGLIANICO DEL VULTURE

“This full-bodied red wine is rich with intense berried fruit & well-integrated oak. ”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS
CASTELVECCHIO PATRIZI

“The capers, olives and tomato sauce give an
intense aroma to the dish. Castelvecchio has the
muscles to compete with this dish thanks to a
pleasant acidity, medium tannins and long
lingering taste in your mouth.”
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COD IN ACQUA PAZZA
POTATOES, CHERRY TOMATOES,
CAPERS & OLIVES
Cod is popular in northern Italy as well as the
UK, and the Italians eat it cooked simply.
This particular recipe is actually a classic dish,
with a wonderfully Italian title, “acqua pazza”
which is translated as “crazy water, but be
assured, it’s not boiled in water, rather fried
in hot sizzling butter!
After cooking the fish in butter with the
aromatic capers, olives and thyme, I splash
dry white wine into the pan, let it bubble up
and then add the cooked potatoes and the
cherry tomatoes to the deglazed pan.
By coating the potatoes and tomatoes
we marry all the flavours together.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.112
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SEA BASS
ITALIAN SALSA & LEMON
This sea bass dish comes from “Fantastico”, the first cookbook I ever wrote. I can’t believe that after
all these years I still enjoy making this recipe as much as ever. Back then I described it as holding
a place in my top five signature dishes, and I can safely say that in 2020 it still retains it’s position.
At home I use this recipe to cook the whole fish, in the restaurant we serve it as two stacked fillets
on a bed of Italian salsa. We only use sea bass that is farmed in open water farms with natural sea
currents and fed on a diet of UK approved feeds. Our Italian salsa is made in house using the finest
and freshest ingredients including grilled red peppers, olive oil, olives, baby plum tomatoes,
red onions, white wine vinegar and seasoned to taste.
FANTASTICO P.93

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: GAVI DI GAVI NUOVO QUADRO

“I cannot stress how fantastic this wine is, it’s versatile and works very well with this dish, specifically with the
pungency of the lemon sauce. The delicate bouquet of the wine and the medium acidity will balance all the
flavours in pleasant harmony.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: PINOT NERO TERRAZZE DELL A LUNA

“You might not naturally choose a red wine to pair with the fish but this is a light red wine with delicate tannins that
work with the light ‘fatness’ of the dish and the acidity of the wine complements the slight greasiness of the food.”

ITALIAN SWEET & SOUR GRILLED SALMON
ROAST NEW POTATOES, PEPPERS, GARLIC & ROSEMARY
Salmon is not a fish that is regularly caught off the coast of Italy but nonetheless it is growing in
popularity amongst Italians. I like to cook this fish at home because it’s a healthy oily fish, that works
beautifully with ‘agrodolce’, the Italian term for sweet-sour. I serve it with roast new potatoes,
garlic and sweet red peppers, and the sweet and sour glaze works well with the vegetables too.
We use sustainably farmed Loch Duart salmon from Sutherland and the Outer Hebrides,
North West Scotland and new potatoes from the Garden of Elveden, Norfolk.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.115
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CALABRIAN STYLE KING PRAWNS
SPICY TOMATO SAUCE, ‘NDUJA,
ANCHOVIES, PEAS, OLIVES & CAPERS
I made this dish for the first time a couple of
years ago when I visited the southern region
of Calabria, which is the home of the hot,
spicy and smoky pork paste called ‘nduja’.
I was lucky enough to make some directly in
the line of sight of the magnificent volcanic
island of Stromboli, in the Aeolian sea.
Indeed, it’s that sea air the owners of the farm
credit for such a wonderful tasting product.
I couldn’t wait to experiment with this new
wonder ingredient and I soon got my wish
when I was on Capo Vaticano beach near the
town of Tropea, where I combined the pork
in a rich tomato sauce that envelops sweet
succulent king prawns. We serve this with
toasted ciabatta, and it’s the ultimate classy
comfort food.
ITALIAN COASTAL ESCAPE P.74
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS
GEWÜRZTRAMINER TERRAZZE DELL A LUNA

“This dish is very rich and persistent on the palate
with a touch of spiciness to magnify the food aroma
characteristics. The wine has an intense and long
aromatic aroma which will balance nicely with
the punchiness of the sauce and the sweetness
of the prawns.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: CHIANTI RISERVA ROCCIALTA

“This is a red wine from Tuscany with medium acidity, medium alcohol and medium tannins. It will match the
chicken’s medium in fatness, juiciness and greasiness. Which is wine speak for ‘it’s perfect!’”

CHICKEN CACCIATORE
CHICKEN BREAST IN A SPICY TOMATO SAUCE WITH PANCETTA & ROSEMARY
“Cacciatore” means hunter in Italian and every family in Italy makes this dish at least once a week.
When I cook it, I love the way the aroma fills the kitchen, it’s packed full of flavour from the smoky
pancetta, rustic tomato sauce and white wine. The chicken breast is slow cooked in the rich sauce,
making it a one pot dish, so saves on washing up, but delivers on big flavours! Served with warm
crusty ciabatta bread to soak up the sauce, enjoy with a large glass of Chianti Riserva Roccialta,
it’s perfect!
PRONTO P.47
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MY SPEC I ALIT Y GRILL
Translated from “Grigliata”, this is a traditional Italian style of cooking,
focusing on simple ingredients, that use the fire to enhance their flavour.
Here at My Restaurants, you can choose from high quality cuts of meat,
fish and chicken, steeped in marinade, seared on our grill and served
with home made sauces or salsas, each chosen to complement the
natural flavours of each dish.
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FISH SKEWERS WITH SPICY TARTARE SAUCE
SWORDFISH, CALAMARI & KING PRAWNS
When you live in a country that has 720 miles of coastline, it’s clear why fish and seafood is a huge
part of our diet. Growing up we were truly spoilt for choice when it came to what the fishermen
landed in their nets; from crab to mackerel from squid to swordfish. This particular recipe was
inspired by a trip to the Tremiti islands, off the Adriatic coast, where fishing is the mainstay of the
islanders’ life. Originally, I used fennel in the tartare sauce as it’s found in abundance in Italy but in
the UK, dill is ubiquitous, so I’ve tweaked your traditional tartare sauce by adding
some chilli for a bit of a Gino kick.
ITALIAN ADRIATIC ESCAPE P.49

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: SOAVE PRÁ

“Soave is having a moment in the UK; it’s no longer considered the butt of white wine world joke! And if you sample
it with this dish you’ll see why. The fish flavour is very delicate but by being cooked on the grill the aromas are
magnified with a smooth bitter character. The Soave is a great partner for the high acidity with a medium body
and pleasant lingering taste on the palate.”
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: FRIUL ANO VISINTINI

“This organic white wine is high in acidity and presents a pleasant minerality on the palate which makes this
wine medium in body. As this chicken dish is full of flavour and aroma of the onions and mint, this wine is an
ideal pairing, working with this complex nose.”

CHICKEN SKEWERS
ITALIAN BEANS, FENNEL & MINT
Chicken skewers are such a light yet satisfying dish, I think that this way is one of the best ways
to cook chicken, because as you seal the flavours and cook them for a relatively short time, each
morsel retains its juiciness. I also baste the meat with marmalade, and this sweetness combines
with the smokiness and spice of the paprika to give a delicious glaze. In the summer I cook these
on the BBQ, but they work just as well under the grill. Then I serve with a classic Italian bean salad
flavoured with fresh mint, it’s a healthy, protein packed, delicious dish. And please note, I urge my
chefs to use the natural curved shape of the peppers or onions at either end of the skewers to
keep the other ingredients secure. I think it adds to the aesthetic, don’t you?
ITALIAN ADRIATIC ESCAPE P.92
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
CHARDONNAY MASO TORESELL A

“The ‘greasiness’ of the lamb and the sweet
characters from the honey are long lingering.
This Chardonnay has high acidity, which means it
too lingers on the palate so is perfectly matched
to this light but filling dish.”
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LAMB CUTLETS
GRILLED PANCETTA, HONEY,
LEMON & ROSEMARY SAUCE
Lamb cutlets are my favourite cut of lamb and
to my mind, there is only one way to cook
them; fast and medium rare. However, there’s
more to this particular dish than speed.
I was inspired to create this by the architect
of modern Roman cooking, the formidable
force in the kitchen that is Anna Dente.
Everyone in Rome knows her as the mother
of the Matriciana (the famous Roman sauce
“Amatriciana”), and in this dish I think I’ve
captured the Roman’s love for meat with all
things sweet!
Once the chops have been basted with the
rosemary and olive oil mixture, they’re grilled
with the pancetta till cooked. We brush them
with honey and then serve over a bed of
sliced fennel and olives. A squeeze of fresh
lemon, and you have a dish that even the
legendary Roman gods would approve of.
ITALIAN ESCAPE P.134
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GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: FAL ANGHINA RIPA DELLE GHIANDE

“This is a very versatile white which suits a variety of simple and fresh pasta dishes, but with the veal chop and
tomato it is excellent due the combination of aroma intensity of the dish and flavour intensity of the wine.”

VEAL CHOP
TOMATOES, FENNEL, RED PEPPER & CAPERS
This is my ideal rustic, healthy, “throw it in the pan” kind of dish. Inspired by my journey through
the central Italian region of Marche, I first made this using pork, as pork and fennel are found
in abundance there. Recently though, I was looking for something even healthier and replaced
the pork with veal. Not only is veal slightly lower in calories per gram, but the grilled chop works
perfectly with the piquancy of the capers, the zinginess of the lemon zest and sweetness
of the raisins and honey.
ITALIAN ADRIATIC ESCAPE P.86
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YELLOWFIN TUNA
LENTIL, TOMATO & CAPER SALSA
Fish is incredibly good for you and tuna is a top superfood. A meaty tuna steak (far superior than the
tinned stuff) is a great source of lean protein and packed with nutritious vitamins B12 and D, calcium
and iron. The flavour is great and in my opinion tuna shouldn’t be smothered with thick sauce, which
is why I love this recipe; it’s light, full of fresh flavour and the fish takes centre stage. We griddle the
tuna loin and then serve hot with a cool salsa made from puy lentils, capers, baby plum tomatoes
and balsamic vinegar. The tuna is served pink in the middle, you can of course ask for it to be
well done, but I prefer to eat mine this way.
ITALIAN ESCAPE P.191

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS: GRECO DI TUFO VILL A RAIANO

“This white wine is excellent with seafood and especially with this tuna. The dish has a lingering intense flavour and
pleasant juiciness. The characteristic of the Greco is that it has high acidity and after a sip, it persists on the palate
so paired with this dish, the flavours remains in your mouth, increasing the enjoyment of the dish.”
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STEAKS
Of all the meats available to eat, only one has
an entire section of a menu or whole restaurants
dedicated to it. Yes, there is KFC or Chicken
Cottage for chicken, but I’m not talking about
fast food, I’m talking proper PROPER meat.
I’ve never heard of a lamb or pork house, but
I definitely have heard of a steakhouse. And
certain occasions call for steak, because steak is
king. Steak is what other meat wishes it could be.
If you love meat, and you find yourself thinking
about it, I bet you imagine a steak. Whether
it’s grilled, griddled, BBQ’d or basted in butter,
whether it’s lying in a pool of its own juice, or
bathing in a Bearnaise sauce, just the thought
of it can make your mouth fill with saliva.
People don’t eat it because it’s healthy, cheap
or exotic; it isn’t considered any of these
things. I love it because it delivers flavour,
tenderness and juiciness in a combination
equalled by no other meat. Steak is powerful.
Steak is satisfying. Yes, steak is indeed King.
At My Restaurants I’m proud to be able to offer
the best steak cuts provided by my very own
butchers in Cheshire. Working closely with
specialist British Angus and Hereford farmers, my
cuts are hand selected, some of which are then
dry aged on the bone for a minimum of 35 days.
Our partners run fully certified Angus programs
where breeders have to conform to strict
criteria in association with the Angus Breeders
society. Through our partners we have forged
strong relationships with farmers who believe
in the well-being of their cattle.
So, when you tuck into your steak, you can be
rest assured that from field to fork, we have
all done our best to make sure the steak’s
reputation as King, remains intact.
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ABERDEEN ANGUS & HEREFORD
RUMP, SIRLOIN, RIBEYE & FILLET
Aged 28 days. Grass fed, leaner than grain fed
with a fuller, beefier flavour, high in essential
omega 3 and 6.

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
SUSUMANIELLO VALLONE

“The plummy aroma and the fresh acidity of the
wine are well balanced with spice notes. The rump
is juicy and needs the tannins and alcohol of the
wine for balance.”
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BISTECCA FIORENTINA
SIRLOIN ON ONE SIDE OF THE BONE
& FILLET ON THE OTHER
Our famous steak to share, and it looks
magnificent on the plate! It’s a sirloin on one
side of the bone, and a fillet on the other,
so if you and your dining partner are meat
lovers, this is the best of both worlds for you.
Served simply grilled to your specifications
with steak sauce on the side.
GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
AGLIANICO DEL VULTURE

“This classy red wine works beautifully with the
juiciness and fat of the steak. In the Aglianico,
the fiorentina steak has a great partner.”
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TAGLIATA DI MANZO
BONE IN PRIME RIB, ONE OF THE
FINEST STEAK CUTS, TENDER WITH
A WONDERFUL RICH FLAVOUR
This cut is wonderfully flavourful, because
pockets of fat baste the steak while cooking.
Our native British breeds are dry aged on the
bone for up to 35 days.
GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
FORESCO BARBERANI

“This Italian Bordeaux blend is well balanced in
alcohol, tannins and flavour aromas, and it pairs
well with the rib characteristics.”
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ROAST NEW POTATOES
PEPPERS, GARLIC & ROSEMARY (Ve)
This is the way my mother used to cook
potatoes for me when I was growing up,
and it’s how I make roast potatoes for my
wife and children today. It makes a perfect
accompaniment to any fish or meat dish.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.174

GREEN BEANS
BALSAMIC DRESSING & GARLIC (Ve)
Italians love green beans and grow many
different kinds, some of which are purplish
and mottled or yellow rather than bright
green. For this recipe I have used the more
familiar fine green beans. It’s my favourite
green bean recipe of all time and is fantastic
with fish.
GINO’S HIDDEN ITALY P.14
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MY SIDES ARE ALL SELECTED TO
COMPLEMENT YOUR MAIN MEALS.
TOMATO & BASIL SALAD
BALSAMIC DRESSING (Ve)
I have carefully selected the best tomatoes
for this simple salad. The only thing we have
to do is fold in a few fresh basil leaves and
job done!

TRUFFLE CHEESY FRIES
PECORINO CHEESE
Served with truffle oil and grated pecorino
cheese sprinkled on top… do I really need to
say any more?
PEPERONATA
ROAST PEPPERS, FENNEL & TOMATO (Ve)
A southern Italian peperonata is a delicious
side dish. Roasted red peppers work
perfectly with the piquancy of the capers and
sweetness of the raisins and honey.
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Whether you are looking for a perfect food pairing for your favourite
autumnal dish, an organic low alcohol wine to keep you level or simply
an ice cold bottle of exclusive Prosecco to get your party started,
our all Italian wine list has got you covered.
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MY SOMME LIE R’S TOP PIC KS
“ WINE MAKES EVERY MEAL AN OCC ASION , EVERY TABLE MORE ELEGANT,
EVERY DAY MORE CIVILISED.” ANDRE SIMON
the olive trees and the rolling hills encircling
the town of Fano. Despite being a young
winery, it deeply cherishes and values its
long-standing heritage. In Italian, the name
Crespaia evokes images of the rippling
creases of the sea (increspature), and the
farmyard (aia).

Friulano Colli Orientali by Visintini
We’re starting with an elegant and dry white,
perfect as an aperitif on one of our terraces.
Our wine producing partner Andrea Visintini
winery’s history dates back to medieval times
in 1290 and occupies a coveted position on
the hills of Corno di Rosazzo on the Southern
side of the DOC Friuli Colli Orientali, close
to the DOC Collio area. Andrea’s greatgrandfather Domenico acquired the property
in 1884, and for the next 100 years, the
property underwent substantial changes, till
in 1973 Andrea inherited and rejuvenated the
winery. Now it is run by Andrea’s son Oliviero
and daughters Cinzia and Palmira, who are
carrying on the traditions and passion for wine
that have run through it for over a century.

The winery pays particular attention to
environmental sustainability and has
completed its conversion to organic farming,
aiming at a production in full harmony with
nature. Crespaia don’t use chemical products
in the vineyard or in the winemaking process
and also use recyclable materials and super
light bottles weighing only 410 grams.
The lady who has made all this possible is
Shayle, an Australian who looks after the
vineyard and puts lots of love in everything
she does. At harvest time the bunches are
handpicked and laid in small crates to avoid
bruising the berries and ensure that only the
best are selected.

The grapes used to produce our Friulano
Visintini are hand-picked and the
fermentation follow 7 months of maturation
in steel tanks with several bâtonage. After
the wine is filtrated, and bottled, it’s aged in
the bottle and the end result is pale yellow in
colour, edging towards apple green with the
nose hinting at almonds, apples and flowers
and the flavour is dry, salty, fruity notes of
apple and almond with a moderate acidity.

This white wine is made using 100% of the
Biancame grape variety, light straw yellow
in colour, it’s one of the most traditional white
wines of the Marche region. Its flavour is
filled with stone fruits; peaches, plums,
and nectarines.

Thanks to its character it is excellent as an
aperitif, with Parma Ham, with asparagus,
risotto and soup.

It’s a complex wine with great racy acidity
and a stony richness that lingers in the mouth.
Crespaia Bianchello is a perfect match for
our sea bass.

Bianchello del Metauro by Crespaia
The geographical diversity of Italy offers a wide
range of flavours, colours and aromas, including
the indigenous grape variety Biancame from
Pesaro hills in the Marche region. Crespaia
was established in 2011 and is nestled among

*Enjoy both of the wines for a fraction of
the list price every week on 'organic wine
Wednesdays'.
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Pinot Nero by Castel del Lupo

Foresco by Barberani

Pinot Nero is one of the most versatile red
wines out there. Our partner, Castel del Lupo,
is situated in the heart of Oltrepò Pavese,
Lombardy, and the winery dates
back centuries.

The Barberani estate is located on the
Orvieto-Todi road in the hills above Lake
Corbara, Umbria, where the River Tiber
flows. This is the oldest and most prestigious
production area of Orvieto wine, which is
known as “Classico”.

Giovanni Doglio, whose father and grandfather
were both Piemontese winemakers, runs
this historic estate and has over 40 years’
experience managing wineries. Recently
joined by his daughter Federica, he has
worked tirelessly to develop the winery;
purchased more vineyards (to cover 100ha
at around 300m altitude), planted new vines
and built a new cellar. The vineyards are
now certified organic and the main focus is
high quality wine, so much of the vineyard
is planted with the Pinot Noir grape for
this purpose.

The soil is of marine origin, clay and
limestone, and rich in fossils and shells dating
from the Eocene period, which makes it highly
suited to quality grape growing.
The rich ecosystem that surrounds the lake
enhances the flavour in the grapes, the acidity,
the light iodine scents and character typical
of the Mediterranean. Harvest after harvest,
the link with the surrounding area and its
traditions become deeper and more intense.
For generations, the Barberani family, with
their respect for the land and with their love for
the journey that turns grapes into wine, work
by hand with attention and care. They work in
synergy with nature and the land, and believe
it is the soul of Lake Corbara that infuses their
wine with its unique flavours of Umbria.

Their spectacular unoaked Pinot Noir
captures all the vigour and character of the
organically grown 15-year-old vines in the
La Quercia vineyard where it is sourced.
The Pinot Noir vines are on a combination
of chalk, clay and silt and are Guyot-trained
at approximately 250m altitude, south and
south-east facing.

Foresco is a blend inspired by the classic
Bordeaux style (Sangiovese, Cabernet and
Merlot). It shows that this area can produce
classy reds with great body and drinkability,
as well as prestigious white wines.

The grapes are harvested by hand and
are macerated for 8-10 days, then undergo
malolactic fermentation in stainless steel
tanks. The wine is bottled in the spring and
the resulting wine is pronounced, warm, ripe,
black-fruited, spicy with complex aromas.
Lively acidity offsets the ripe wild plum
and bramble fruit and the palate combines
concentration, delicacy and structure.
And it goes with pretty much everything!

Intense and balanced with mulberry and fruity
aromas, this wine is perfect with fettuccine
with sausage, grilled and roasted red meat
and chicken cacciatore.
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“IN VINO VE RITAS…”
IN WINE THE RE IS TRUTH...
ITALY’S BES T KEPT WINE SECRET...
And as wine aficionado’s there is no truer
Italian phrase than that one we think.
Sardinia is Gino’s home for six months of
the year, and Sicily, well Sicily is home to the
Godfather! And they are both home to great
traditions, both culinary and in wine. You
may automatically think of the Italian big
hitters such as Chianti, Barolo and Prosecco,
all from the mainland, but Gino and his team
have been lucky enough to sample some
amazing wines from both islands, so allow
us to share our findings with you.

the island’s wine is just as delicious and
designed to go perfectly with a plate of great
food and a sea view in the sunshine.
Da Vero Organic Catarratto
Sicily’s warm and dry climate create perfect
conditions for organic winemaking. Lots of
producers are already using very low levels of
herbicides and pesticides so Sicily is a great
place to find good organic wine at affordable
prices. Our Catarratto comes from Adria
Vini who specialise in making great still and
sparkling wines from local grape varieties
and happen to have the largest holding of
organic vineyards on the island!
Catarratto is a Sicilian grape variety that is
widely grown on the island. It produces very
drinkable wines that are dry and crisp, with
lots of juicy lemon flavours. This Da Vero
Organic version from Adria Vini is bright and
fresh with citrus and fennel aromas. The
crisp acidity on the palate makes it a perfect
drinking partner for light starters, fresh
seafood or risotto dishes.

The Wines of Sicily
Sicily is situated just off the toe of the boot
that is mainland Italy, and its position in the
Med makes it a hot bed of influences from
both East and West. As well known as it is
for its striking scenery from which Mount
Etna rises majestically from, the bustling port
cities of Palermo and Catania and the island’s
warm-hearted people, it is also home to
some of the finest food in all of Italy. Arancine,
Caponata, Cannoli, Granita, Sfincione… the
list of great Sicilian food goes on. Fortunately,
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Now onto Sardinia…

as well as juicy fresh strawberry and a crack
of black pepper. Trust us, it’s the perfect wine
for roasted and meat dishes.

Across the Mediterranean, and just a small
hop away from French owned Corsica is
the beautiful and unspoilt island of Sardinia.
Known locally as the island of 1000 beaches,
it’s beating heart is a lush green interior,
studded with mountain ranges and pockets
of villages that are home to families of
centenarians, such is the quality of their
lifestyle and diet.

Cheremi Vermentino di Gallura
Vermentino di Gallura is cultivated from
the darling grape variety of Sardegna Vermentino. “Cheremi” translated from
Sardinian means; love me, desire me. The
company was founded in 1975 by Filippo
Mura and their farm is located in Azzanido
in the province of Olbia, in a small valley
enclosed by rolling hills and not too far from
the beaches of Capo Coda Cavallo.

This is an island of shepherds and fishermen,
and they all declare that the secret to their
longevity lies in partaking a small glass of
the island's most famous wine, for breakfast.
Cannonau – the local name for Grenache,
is a punchy red wine, perfect for dishes that
require the richness and structure of a good
red that no white can deliver.

The wine itself has a minerality typical of
wine from vineyards only a few meters from
the sea. Fresh undertones of citrus and sage
contribute to an elegant and balanced wine
from an easily identifiable varietal. Aged for
five months in steel tanks, the wine pairs
perfectly with the linguine with seafood.
Mmmmmmmmmm.

Isola’s Cannonau di Sardegna
The wine is made by the Cantina del
Vermentino-Monti cooperative who have
been making wine on the island since 1956.
The cooperative has 500ha of vines in the
northeast of the island and is well-regarded
for the quality of its Cannonau. This example
is packed full of vibrant cherry, bramble fruit
aromas and a hint of spice on the nose.
On the palate there’s even more cherry,

So, looking back at one another across
the Mediterranean, Sicily and Sardinia are
offshore havens for food and wine lovers.
Ask one of the team for the wine list, and
step onto the Italian islands, without leaving
your table.
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“DRINKING RESP ONSIBLY,
NO LONGE R ME A NS
DON ’ T SPILL IT…”
THIS SEASON'S RISIN G TREND - LOW ALCOHOL WINE
More and more people are joining the
ranks of “low or no” drinkers which means
both mixologists and vintners are having
to re-think and improve upon their offerings
to cater for this crowd. At Gino’s we’re
shining our seasonal spotlight on low
alcohol wine.

At Gino’s, Italian seasons are captured
with great food and delicious wine and we
believe that wine doesn’t have to leave you
with a heavy head the morning after. We’re
delighted to be able to offer these fantastic
lower alcohol wines, so you can enjoy your
meal, and still wake up feeling fresh.

Technically, low alcohol wine is something of
an enigma. Legally, it doesn’t exist – officially,
‘wine’ should contain a minimum of 8%
alcohol by volume (abv) unless specifically
exempted. It tends to generate heated opinion.
Traditionalists see it as an abomination; others,
as an exciting part of wine’s future. Whether it’s
a practical reason (driving), nutritional (calories)
or financial, these stats speak for themselves.

Baberani Amore Rosato
Based in the central Italian region of Umbria,
the Barberani family have their vines planted
amongst the olive groves and forests on their
estate and use organic practices to produce
all of their wines. This rosé is made from the
Sangiovese grape variety and is very delicate
indeed. It has crunchy cranberry fruit flavours
and a dry, crisp finish. It also weighs in at only
10% abv - even better!

1. Going Dry

Alasia Brachetto D’Acqui

In the UK, alcohol consumption is in long-term
decline and the growing numbers taking part
in Dry Jan (some 4.2 million in 2019) reflect
this. The young seem to be the powerhouse
of this shift, industry surveys show that 29%
of 16-24-year-olds are teetotal (up from 18%
in 2005) and a quarter of UK adults are
looking to reduce their alcohol intake.

With a wine that’s only 5.5% abv, you should
expect some sweetness. But don’t let that put
you off, as this Brachetto D’Acqui is not at all
sickly, but in fact has a wonderful freshness
that makes it a great wine to pair with food.
Made from the Brachetto variety, grown in
the Monferrato hill in Piedmont, Northern
Italy, the wine is full to the brim with juicy red
fruit flavours: think crushed raspberry with a
hint of rose petal. The gently sparkling palate
gives the wine a refreshing quality that’s
complemented by its mouth-watering acidity
and juicy finish. If you’re wondering what to
drink this with, we recommend the fresh fruit
desserts, or panna cotta. Try it, you won’t
be disappointed!

2. Growing Market
While low alcohol wines have not kept pace
with beers or distillates, neither have they
stood still. Head of Beverage Development
for Gino Worldwide Andy Hallam has his
finger on this particular pulse.
“From restaurants to high street bars, we're
enjoying the rise to prominence of low
alcohol wine. Food and wine, be it with or
without alcohol, brings people together and
helps them enjoy life a little more. And also if
its low alcohol then let's face it, you aren't in
any danger of dulling the senses either.”
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●

DESSERTS

●

My family love desserts, so I have chosen some of our current
& long standing favourites…enjoy!
C H E R R Y & A M A R E T T O TA R T £6.95
VANILLA ICE CREAM (v)
Cherry and amaretto is a match made in heaven – this delicious tart is all the proof you need!
Italian Adriatic Escape p.208

PA N N A C O T TA £6.95
AMARETTO, PASSION FRUIT SAUCE
Delicate Panna Cotta flavoured with orange zest, Amaretto liqueur and a fresh passion fruit sauce… Ohh Yesss!
Italian Home Baking p.198
C H O C O L AT E F O N DA N T £6.95
STUFFED WITH CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES & VANILLA ICE CREAM (v)
My son Rocco’s favourite dessert, he actually told me that if I didn’t include this on the menu I’d be crazy.
Well, Rocco - I’m not crazy!
Buonissimo! p.41
T I R A M I S Ú £6.95
THE ULTIMATE ITALIAN DESSERT
If you make a Tiramisú then you must do it right… I only use fresh mascarpone cheese, proper espresso coffee,
the best Savoiardi biscuits, free range eggs and Amaretto liqueur. Perfetto!
Fantastico! p.144
C H O C O L AT E & H A Z E L N U T C H E E S E C A K E £6.95
SOUR CHERRIES (v)
I got my inspiration for this recipe when visiting the town of La Morra, near Cuneo, in Piedmont.
This area is famous for its hazelnut trees, so I decided to include hazelnuts in this recipe!
Italian Express p.200

A F F O G AT O £5.25
AMARETTI, ESPRESSO & VANILLA ICE CREAM (v)
Simplicity at its best…home-made vanilla ice-cream drowned in espresso coffee and served with amaretti biscuits.
Buonissimo! p.40
C H E E S E B OA R D £8.95
GORGONZOLA, BUFFALO RICOTTA & PECORINO
A selection of my favourite classic Italian cheeses - served with truffle honey, handmade crostini, walnuts
and our delicious mustard fruits to really bring out the flavour of each cheese.

●

ICE CREAM & SORBET

●

I know I am biased, but for me, Italian ice-cream is the best in the world.
Here at My Restaurant, we make all our own ice-creams to my special recipes.
VANILLA | CHOCOLATE | NUTELLA | BLACKBE RRY RIPPLE
MANGO & VANILLA ICED YOGHURT | LIMONCE LLO
APEROL & BLOOD ORANGE SORBE T
La Dolce Diet p.72, Italian Escape p.266, Italian Adriatic Escape p.195, 196
SERVED WITH A HOMEMADE HAZELNUT CANTUCCINI BISCUIT (v) £5.95
- ADD NUTELLA SAUCE FOR £1.25 -

S U N D A E B A R | £6.95
Build your own sundae from our selection of homemade ice creams, sauces and sweet treats!
A S K YO U R S E R V E R T O S E E O U R S E PA R AT E M E N U

Please always inform your server of any allergies before placing your order as not all ingredients can be listed and we cannot
guarantee the total absence of allergens in our dishes. Detailed allergen information is available on request.
A discretionary service charge will be added to your bill.

ESTATE AW20

*Menus are subject to change.
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MY DESSE RT ME NU
Treats to satisfy every sweet tooth.
All meals end well on a sweet note, and my dessert menu will not
disappoint. Featuring the Italian classic panna cotta with passion fruit,
we also have a cheesecake with a difference and a cherry and
amaretto tart that will have you asking for “more”.
All of our desserts are made in house by our skilled pastry team that
is headed by Antoine Quentin.
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CHOCOLATE &
HAZELNUT CHEESECAKE
SOUR CHERRIES (v)
I got my inspiration for this recipe when
visiting the town of La Morra, near Cuneo,
in Piedmont. This area is famous for its
hazelnut trees, so I decided to include
hazelnuts in this recipe.
ITALIAN EXPRESS P.200

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
RUPE RE DOC VENDEMMIA TARDIVA

“With an intense golden colour and a luscious
honeyed nose with pronounced character, the
bouquet is a powerful aroma of honeysuckle with
hints of dried apricots, marmalade and raisins; It
also has a wonderful mellow palate with elegant
notes of orange blossom, honey and vanilla. The
sweetness is balanced by lively acidity giving a
pure, long and deliciously appealing finish and
will suit any of the three desserts on this menu.”
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CHERRY & AMARET TO TART
VANILLA ICE CREAM (v)
Cherry and amaretto is a match made in
heaven – this delicious tart is all the proof
you need.
ITALIAN ADRIATIC ESCAPE P.208

PANNA COT TA
AMARETTO, PASSION FRUIT SAUCE
Delicate panna cotta flavoured with orange
zest, amaretto liqueur and a fresh passion
fruit sauce… Ohh Yesss!
ITALIAN HOME BAKING P.198
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MY VEGE TA RI A N
& VEGAN ME NU
With 3 million vegetarians in the UK and veganism gaining a foothold in
the consciousness of diners, their options are no longer confined to a
cheese omelette! Veganism is having such a foodie moment, that all of
us in the industry are re-imagining popular dishes so that all discerning
plant-based diners no longer have to choose between their principles
and their palates. Which is why at My Restaurant I’m proud of my menu
selection and I defy even non-vegans & vegetarians not to be
impressed with it.
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●

A N T I PA S T I

C E R I G N O L A O L I V E S (Ve)

£4.75
In Italy we have hundreds of varieties of olives and for
you I have chosen one from the Tavoliere, in Puglia.
It’s juicy, sweet and full of flavour.

GARLIC BREAD
FRESH GARLIC & PARSLEY (Ve)

£5.50

TOMATO & BASIL (Ve)

£6.25

SMOKED PROVOLA CHEESE & MOZZARELLA

£6.95

N O R T H E R N I TA L I A N
V E G E TA B L E S O U P

£6.95

CHEESY CIABATTA
When I was filming in the Cinque Terre town of
Manarola I made this soup for my guide, Giancarlo,
using the wonderful fresh local ingredients. Packed
full of vegetables, this soup is wholesome, hearty
and flavoursome, yet light.

T O M AT O B R U S C H E T TA

£6.95
CLASSIC TOMATO & BASIL WITH TOASTED CIABATTA (Ve)
Deceptively simple, a tomato bruschetta really
comes alive when you choose and combine
several varieties of the finest tomatoes.
So that’s exactly what we do!

B U F FA L O M O Z Z A R E L L A
& FRIARIELLI

●

ARANCINE

£8.50
CRISPY MUSHROOM RISOTTO BALLS, MOZZARELLA,
TOMATO & RED PEPPER SAUCE
While I was filming in Sicily, I learned the real secrets
of how to make the perfect arancine. Try them you’ll want to learn those secrets too!

R O A S T P E P P E R B R U S C H E T TA

£7.25

BALSAMIC ONIONS & CHIVES (Ve)
Our roasted peppers are marinated in the best extra
virgin olive oil & gently flavoured with garlic & parsley.

GRILLED ASPARAGUS
£8.95
POACHED FREE RANGE EGG
I cooked this recipe when I was filming in the beautiful
Tuscan town of Lucca, where I met a violin maker called
Fabio. He told me all about how to make the perfect
violin and how long it takes - 240 hours of really hard work.
To say thank you for the wonderful day we spent together,
I cooked him asparagus, his favourite vegetable,
with a poached egg - a classic combination.

SHARING

●

DUNKY DUNKY TOMATO SCARPE TTA
BAKED FOCACCIA & CIABATTA BREAD SERVED
WITH A MARZANINO TOMATO, OLIVE OIL,
GARLIC & FRESH BASIL SAUCE (Ve)
This is a light and delicious sharing starter that I’ve
created with mini San Marzano tomatoes to give
you the authentic taste of Napoli.

TOASTED CIABATTA
Hot friarielli and cold buffalo mozzarella is a combination
made in heaven. This is a traditional southern Italian dish
that you should definitely try, trust me.

£12.25

- Bread Board FOCACCIA WITH CHERRY TOMATOES & OLIVES, CIABATTA BREAD,
GRISSINI WITH FENNEL & SEA SALT (Ve)
A true Italian meal should always start with a selection of proper Italian breads.
We make all our bread by hand using traditional methods.
£5.25

B U F FA L O M O Z Z A R E L L A
& AV O C A D O

SALADS

£8.95/£13.25

SUN-DRIED TOMATOES, SWEETCORN, ROCKET,
PECORINO CHEESE & MUSTARD DRESSING
This salad makes a great lunch or supper, it contains
all kinds of goodies, including avocado which is
incredibly nutritious and sweetcorn, rich in vitamins,
minerals and antioxidants.
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CAPRESE
£8.50/£13.25
CLASSIC TOMATO, GARLIC & FRESH BASIL
SALAD WITH BUFFALO MOZZARELLA
No matter where you are in Italy, the Caprese salad
is always a main feature on any menu and for any
occasion. The combination of tomatoes, garlic
and mozzarella is perfect for the palate as well
as pleasing to the eyes.
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Please always inform your server of any allergies before placing your order as not all ingredients can be listed and
we cannot guarantee the total absence of allergens in our dishes. Detailed allergen information is available on request.
An optional service charge will be added to your bill.
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PA S TA , R I S O T T O & A L F O R N O

A S PA R A G U S R I S O T T O

£13.25

PEA, BROAD BEAN & LEEK (Ve)
Traditionally called risotto primavera, this dish is
an Italian classic. We use the finest Arborio rice
from the regions of Piemonte & Lombardia.

G N O C C H I M A R G H E R I TA

£12.25

POTATO DUMPLINGS, TOMATO, BUFFALO
MOZZARELLA & FRESH BASIL
A simple yet perfect combination. The traditional,
but never tired, mozzarella, basil and tomato sauce
shouts fresh, tasty and Italian!

A U B E R G I N E PA R M I G I A N A

£12.95

SMOKED PROVOLA CHEESE,
PECORINO CHEESE & BASIL PESTO
My favourite way to cook aubergines. This recipe
has been in my family for many generations and
I want you to experience it for yourselves.

T O M AT O R I S O T T O

£11.50
BUFFALO MOZZARELLA & BASIL
Risotto is the ultimate comfort food, and it’s so versatile.
For this recipe I’ve used semi-dried tomatoes and
buffalo mozzarella cheese.

G N O C C H I N A P O L E TA N A

£12.50

POTATO DUMPLINGS, ROAST PEPPER, BASIL,
TOMATO & CHILLI (Ve)
These delectable little potato dumplings are still not
fully appreciated by the British palate, but I have
never met anyone who doesn’t like this dish.

●

LINGUINE POMODORO

£10.25
CHERRY TOMATOES & FRESH BASIL (Ve)
A pasta dish loved by all, which happens to be my
wife’s favourite. I try to come up with amazing sauces
and although she likes them all, Jessie will always
have this one by choice.

R I G AT O N I A R R A B B I ATA

£10.50
CHILLI, GARLIC & TOMATO (Ve)
Arrabbiata means ‘angry’ in Italian, and I guess they
used it to name this dish because of the heat of the
chilli peppers in the sauce. This dish is fiery, fun and
always fantastic!

FA R FA L L E W I T H M U S H R O O M S
& S P I N AC H

£12.95
TOMATO, OLIVES, PEPPERS, ARTICHOKES,
FRIARIELLI, MUSHROOMS (Ve)
Although this classic represents the seasons of the
year, I’ve always wondered whether the Four Seasons
pizza was actually created for those who can’t make
up their mind which topping they want.

C L A S S I C M A R G H E R I TA

£13.25

PECORINO CREAM, WHITE WINE,
GARLIC & THYME
If you love creamy mushroom sauces, this vegetarian
pasta dish is the one for you. When I was filming the latest
TV series I prepared it at the Tuscan winery Casa al Vento
for my friends Francesco and Giuseppe, after a welldeserved Chianti Classico wine bath.

R I G AT O N I W I T H B A S I L P E S T O

£10.50

GARLIC, CHERRY TOMATOES
& PECORINO CHEESE
I went to visit a friend of mine, Daniele, in the
beautiful Ligurian region where basil grows at
its best. He introduced me to pesto alla Genovese
and I have to admit that since then it’s been one
of my top pasta recipes to cook at home.

PIZZA

Q U AT T R O S TA G I O N I

●

●

FIORENTINA

£13.50

SPINACH, EGG, TOMATO, MOZZARELLA
& PECORINO CHEESE
This is a firm favourite in the D’Acampo household
and there’s always an argument over who gets
the last piece. My eldest son, Luciano, usually wins.
By the way, this classic from Florence is a great way
to make sure everyone’s getting their greens...

£11.25
MOZZARELLA, TOMATO & FRESH BASIL
This classic Neapolitan pizza was created for Margherita,
the Queen of Italy. Along with the Marinara, it’s the pizza
of choice for any native Neapolitan.

£13.25

●

R O A S T N E W P O TAT O E S

SIDES
£4.50

PEPPERS, GARLIC & ROSEMARY (Ve)

S P I C Y S P I N AC H
P E P E R O N ATA

T O M AT O & B A S I L S A L A D

£4.25

BALSAMIC DRESSING (Ve)
£4.50

GARLIC & CHILLI (Ve)
ROAST PEPPERS, FENNEL
& TOMATO (Ve)

●

£4.50

GREEN BEANS

£4.25

BALSAMIC DRESSING & GARLIC (Ve)

MIXED SALAD

£4.25

ROCKET, SPINACH, TOMATOES,
CUCUMBER & FENNEL (Ve)

*Menus are subject to change.
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BUFFALO MOZZARELLA
& AVOCADO
SUN-DRIED TOMATOES, SWEETCORN,
ROCKET, PECORINO CHEESE
& MUSTARD DRESSING (V)
Oh My God, I cannot even begin to contain
my enthusiasm for this dish. Milky buffalo
mozzarella from the renowned region of
Campania, the delicate (and healthy) flesh
of ripe avocado, the intense sweetness of
the tomatoes, peppery rocket, salty cheese
all brought together with that spiky mustard
dressing. It’s healthy and it’s delicious!
GINO’S HIDDEN ITALY P.73

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
CATARRATTO DA VERO

“The grapes are picked in Sicily close to Marsala
where they absorb salinity and minerality from the
soil. This character is found in the glass with citrus
notes and delicate aromas making it an ideal wine
to pair with a delicate dish like this.”

ASPARAGUS RISOT TO
PEA, BROAD BEAN & LEEK (Ve)
This version of my best-selling risotto omits the
prawns to make this a vegan delight. The silky
risotto rice is cooked to the bite, the peas add
sweetness and the spears of firm asparagus
adds texture to the finished dish.
GINO’S HIDDEN ITALY P.73

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
BIANCHELLO DEL METAURO CRESPAIA

“This is a delicate organic white wine which is ideal
to pair with the flavour of this delicate dish.”
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TOMATO RISOT TO
BUFFALO MOZZARELLA & BASIL (v)
I make this risotto using smooth sweet
passata sauce, not fresh tomatoes as I want
the final texture to be as silky as possible.
The buffalo mozzarella cheese adds a depth
and creaminess to the dish, finished with fresh
basil. All the famous flavours of Italy in
one bowl.

GINO’S SOMMELIER RECOMMENDS:
FRIUL ANO VISINTINI

“This organic wine is high in acidity and displays a
pleasant minerality on the palate which makes this
wine medium in body. And that’s why it’s good to
pair it with this tomato risotto and it will work with
the complexity of the aromas of the tomato,
cheese and basil.”
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My mum and dad always encouraged me to
try all kinds of food and this is why I grew up
strong and healthy. I’ve created this menu
just for you so please try something new
today, trust me you will like it.

I was born in the south of Italy in a little town
near Napoli. My town is very famous for
Pizza, Mozzarella and a big volcano called
Vesuvius. Neapolitan people were the first
to create the famous PIZZA.

BAMBINO
UNDER THE AGE OF 11

PA S TA
R I G AT O N I W I T H B A S I L P E S T O
£5.95
GARLIC, CHERRY TOMATOES & PECORINO CHEESE (v)
A D’Acampo family favourite - cheesy pesto pasta!
F E T T U CC I N E B O LO G N E S E
£6.95
SLOW COOKED BEEF RAGÙ & PECORINO CHEESE
If you like Italian food as much as me you will love
this traditional Bolognese. I recommend getting
some extra pecorino cheese grated on top!
G N O C C H I M A R G H E R I TA
£5.95
POTATO DUMPLINGS, TOMATO
& BUFFALO MOZZARELLA (v)
I have never met anyone who doesn’t like this dish,
it definitely gets the thumbs up from my children.

MAINS
FRESH COD NUGGETS
£9.25
BREADED & FRIED, MAYONNAISE
I am sure you’ll like these fresh cod nuggets, try them
and let my server know what do you think!
MEATBALLS IN A TOMATO SAU CE
£7.75
BEEF & PORK, TOMATO, SERVED WITH
TOASTED CIABATTA
Seriously big and tasty, just like my mother used to make.
CRISPY CHICKEN
£8.95
BREADED CHICKEN BREAST
My son Rocco always asks me to make chicken, he loves
the flavours of the crispy chicken in breadcrumbs.
ALL OUR MAINS ARE SERVED WITH A CHOICE OF
FRIES, MIXED SALAD (v) OR BUTTERED PEAS (v)

PIZZA & GARLIC BREAD
When I go back to Italy with my children
we always have Pizza, made with fresh
ingredients and cooked in a really hot
oven with real burning fire. We do the
same here, using the same hot ovens
and the best Italian ingredients.
GARLIC BREAD
SMOKED PROVOLA CHEESE
& MOZZARELLA (v)

£2.95

PEPPERONI
NAPOLI SALAMI, MOZZARELLA & TOMATO
A simple pizza using a real Italian salami from
where I was born. This pizza is a favourite in
my home, my kids love it.

£6.50

C L A S S I C M A R G H E R I TA
MOZZARELLA & TOMATO (v)
This classic Neapolitan pizza was created
for Margherita, the Queen of Italy.
A pizza fit for a prince or princess!

DESSERTS & ICE CREAM
C H O C O L AT E F O N D A N T
STUFFED WITH CHOCOLATE TRUFFLES
& VANILLA ICE CREAM (v)
This has to be one of my favourite chocolate cakes
I’ve ever cooked, but don’t tell the grown ups as
they will want to eat it all!!

£4.25

ICE CREAM
SERVED WITH A HOMEMADE
HAZELNUT CANTUCCINI BISCUIT (v)
VANILLA | CHOCOLATE | NUTELLA

£3.25

For me, Italian ice-cream is the best in the world.
Here at My Restaurant, we make all our own
ice-creams to my special recipes.

S U N DA E B A R | £ 4 . 7 5
Build your own sundae from our selection
of homemade ice creams, sauces
and sweet treats!
ASK YOUR SERVER TO SEE OUR SEPARATE MENU

£6

C R E AT E YO U R O W N P I Z Z A
£6.75
Don’t know what to have? Why don’t you create
your own pizza. Have a look at the Create Your Own
Pizza menu and choose your favourite toppings for
your perfect pizza. Fantastico!

SOFT DRINKS
FIZZY ITALIAN FRUIT SODAS
Orangeade, Lemonade & Grapefruit

£2.85

JUICES
Apple, Pear, Pineapple, Pink Grapefruit
& Cranberry

£1.85

COKE / DIET-COKE

£1.85

MILK

£1.85

Please always inform your server of any allergies before placing your order as not all ingredients can be listed and we cannot guarantee the total absence of allergens in our dishes.
ESTATE AW20
Detailed allergen information is available on request. An optional service charge will be added to your bill.

*Menus are subject to change.
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MY BA MBINO ME NU
Just because they are little, doesn’t mean your bambini shouldn’t tempt
their taste buds with some more grown up flavours. At My Restaurants
we serve up some of my all-time favourite meals in more manageable
portions, as well as encouraging them to try something new, with
smaller versions of the classics. All the D’Acampo kids have eaten their
way through this menu, and I’m pleased to say it got a thumbs up
from them. Will it get a thumbs up from yours?
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MEATBALLS IN A TOMATO SAUCE
BEEF & PORK, TOMATO, SERVED WITH
TOASTED CIABATTA
No bambini menu would be complete
without meatballs. My daughter Mia prefers
this dish to chocolate, that’s how good it is.
She was the one who insisted we make a
portion small enough for little one’s tummies,
and she loves dunking the toasted ciabatta
in the sauce too. Dunk the bread, then lick
your fingers, that’s the way to do it kids!
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RIGATONI WITH BASIL PESTO
GARLIC, CHERRY TOMATOES
& PECORINO CHEESE (v)
This is a D’Acampo family favourite, al dente
tubes of pasta smothered in home made
basil pesto. What’s not to like? We liked this
so much, we made an adult sized portion
too, the kids can’t have all the fun.
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LUNGA VITA
A LL’ITA LI A
(LON G LIVE ITALY)
“We may have left the European union, but
you can still experience Real Italian Food in the
UK, without applying for a visa to visit Italy. My
mission has always been to bring the food that
I grew up cooking and eating and the Italian
lifestyle, to the UK, using recipes from my family
archives and inspired by my many culinary
trips around Italy. With the growing number
of my restaurants; Italian Express and Pizza &
Prosecco Bar’s dotted around the country,
I hope you will take the chance to experience
a taste of modern Italy without needing
your passport.”

My Restaurant Birmingham, Temple Row
Gino chose Birmingham as his latest destination
because the city is vibrant and the Brummies’ zest
for life is legendary. With all of Gino’s trademark
restaurant features and seating more than 165
guests, you will receive a warm welcome from
charming General Manager Simone and his team.
You can choose a seat at the chefs table, perfect
for those who want to be part of the kitchen
theatre, the 25m cocktail bar, the deli bar or
the private dining room.
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My Restaurant Liverpool, Castle Street
General Manager Francesco firmly believes that
this restaurant is a real taste of Italy. “I think it
represents what Italian people like; the freshness
of our ingredients, the simplicity of our dishes but
at the same time the taste of home; the noisy and
chaotic atmosphere that you can sometimes find
here makes you feel like you’re in the big city like
Rome or Milan. We Italians are passionate and
noisy by nature… and that’s why everyone should
come and sample it. It makes us stand out from
the crowd, and of course our service is second
to none. It’s our pleasure to serve you.”

My Restaurant Manchester,
Corn Exchange
The first restaurant bearing Gino’s name,
Manchester is the location for Gino’s first fullservice dining experience because this city has
always had a special place in his heart. Situated
in the iconic Corn Exchange, its run by the “never
say no” General Manager, Lorenzo. He grew up in
the restaurant business in Italy, but his hometown
in Calabria shares a common spirit of Manchester.
“Everyone is so friendly, it’s a home from home”.

My Pizza and Prosecco Bar,
Arndale Centre, Manchester
Pocket rocket General Manager Valentina sums
up everything Gino stands for with just her smile
and sunny personality. Her knowledge of food and
wine makes her the perfect person to champion
the exclusively sourced Proseccos, as well as
the melt in your mouth real Neapolitan pizzas.
Overlooking the iconic Print Works, by day it’s an
oasis of calm in the busy Arndale centre, by night
take a seat at the bar and sip on a chilled glass of
Prosecco while imagining you’re starring in your
own Hollywood film.
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Italian Express, Arndale Centre,
Manchester
Gino wanted to create a fast yet fabulous dining
experience for guests that’s still authentically
Italian. In Manchester this is his third offering of
the whole Italian experience, and it completes
“Gino corner” right in the heart of Manchester.
Whether you are picking up or placing an order,
you’ll be greeted by the effusive Giuseppe.
If you want to beat the queue, you can order
on Gino2Go, or just pop in and pick from our
range of fresh pasta dishes, hand stretched real
Neapolitan pizza sold by the slice or the metre,
Italian flat bread wraps (piadina) and seriously
stuffed sandwiches (spianata) and of course you
can choose from a selection of freshly ground
Neapolitan coffee or cold pressed juices,
all made in house, every day.

My Restaurant Leeds, Park Lane,
Leeds city centre
With customary Neapolitan cheekiness, Londoner
Marianna is the operations manager and runs
Leeds city centre too. “My roots are Italian and
English, and Leeds is a melting pot of cultures.
The centre is a mixture of old buildings sitting side
by side with modern bars and restaurants and
the warmth and friendliness of the people is only
rivalled by those back in Naples. The restaurant
too is a dynamic mix of modern Italian cuisine
and lifestyle, backed up with traditional culinary
methods and a focus on family and fun. It’s a
match made in heaven.”

My Restaurant Leeds, The Springs
Nestled on the outskirts of Leeds city, in the
modern shopping oasis The Springs, this version
of My Restaurants brings you not 1, not 2, but 3
different ways to experience real Italian cuisine.
You will be greeted by the team over seen by
baby-faced but old beyond his years General
Manager Francesco, and you have the choice
to dine in or take away hot and cold food from
the deli, sample the menu at the long bar,
or take advantage of the full dining experience
in the beautiful yet cosy restaurant. Wherever
you choose to sit, you’ll be served the best
Italian food, outside of Italy.
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My Restaurant Harrogate,
Parliament Street
The statuesque Tolga Sen is the tower of charm
that greets you at the elegant restaurant in
Harrogate. Situated at the bottom of the iconic
Parliament street the restaurant is a veritable
Tardis; the unassuming façade housing the main
restaurant, deli bar, games area, private dining
area and a stunning all-weather roof terrace.
You can drink or dine all day, rain or shine
in Harrogate.

My Restaurant Hull, Kingswood Estate
General manager in waiting Liva is Gino’s right
hand in Hull. She oversees this magnificent
restaurant which was built in partnership with
Next on the Kingswood estate. It’s got a wonderful
alfresco terrace where you can dine under the
sun or the stars, or shelter from the rain under the
modern retractable roof, a magnificent central
Prosecco bar, and the restaurant itself, where you
can sample fabulous food, all served with a side
order of Italian warmth and passion. As Gino says
“keep this to yourself but I think this might be my
favourite of them…ssssssh!”
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AND NOW, FOR SOME
LIGHT RE FRESHME NT...
Aperitivo in Italy has its own distinct soundtrack, a quiet rhythm that
has been established and painted into an almost sacred ritual over
the course of a century. It’s the murmur of late afternoon conversation,
vivacious laughter, the unscrewing of an Aperol cap, the pop of a
Prosecco cork and the sound of contented sighs that coincide with
a day’s work being D-O-N-E.
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MANGO FANDANGO
ARBER PINEAPPLE GIN WITH COCCHI
AMERICANO, MANGO, APPLE & LIME
Juice-forward cocktails are always popular
and this new tropical cocktail showcases the
brilliance of Arber Pineapple gin and Cocchi
Americano, lengthened with mango nectar,
apple and freshly squeezed lime juice.

GRAPEFRUIT & RASPBERRY SPRITZ
COCCHI AMERICANO ROSA WITH
PAMPELLE RUBY GRAPEFRUIT APERITIF,
EDINBURGH GIN RASPBERRY LIQUEUR,
PROSECCO & SODA
With its on trend pink hues, this very pretty
concoction is a seasonal Spritz variation
combining two aperitifs with a raspberry gin
liqueur. Pampelle ruby grapefruit aperitif is
made from Corsican ruby red grapefruits and
Cocchi Rosa is an iconic wine-based aperitif
made from brachetto and malvasia grapes near
Asti in Piemonte.
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POSITANO PALOMA
AQUARIVA TEQUILA WITH COCCHI
AMERICANO ROSA, POMEGRANATE,
ELDERFLOWER & LIME JUICE – SPRITZED
WITH SAN PELLEGRINO POMPELMO
& FINISHED WITH ROSEMARY
A Paloma variation made with Cocchi Rosa,
making it suitable as an aperitivo... But that
doesn’t mean you can only drink it during
during Aperitivo hours, trust us, it tastes great
at any time of the day. Impress your drinking
buddies by explaining that Paloma’s are from
Mexico and are considered the far trendier
cousin of the classic Margarita. Or keep it
under your sombrero, your choice amigo.

GIN & BASIL SMASH
HENDRICK’S GIN WITH BASIL & LEMON,
SWEETENED WITH SUGAR SYRUP
Essentially a gin sour shaken with a handful
of fresh and fragrant basil. This cocktail was
actually invented in Hamburg in Germany but
is now widely regarded as a modern classic
throughout the world.
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HE ALTH IS WE ALTH
LOW ABV COC K TAIL S AT GIN O’S
Drinking less is no longer reserved for New
Year’s Resolutions, the designated driver or
even Dry January. The demand for low abv
and non-alcoholic drinks is growing and
shows no signs of slowing down. Low alcohol
by volume (abv) seems to have serious
staying power.

Also, lunch time drinking has decreased as
guests seek a low abv option or a craft soft
drink of quality.
“Sessionable” (drinks geared towards a certain
time) drinking during the day grew naturally
out of diners demand for high-quality drinks
at all times of the day, not just at dinner. They
want quality in every drink and a drinking
experience spread across the day rather than
concentrated in one event. The result is an
uptake on low abv and sessionable drinks that
make them feel like they aren’t missing out on
the social aspect of drinking.

Although there appears to be several
contributing factors to this trend, health
definitely seems to be at the top of most
people’s list. Health conscious consumers and
millennials seem to ask far more questions
about what they put in their bodies and where
it comes from. So, for us, low abv is a great
way of promoting health and well-being in our
bars and restaurants and makes us focus on
flavour rather than abv.
We also have a genuine love for cocktails,
where two or three can be consumed and not
dull the senses in any way. Italy has been flying
the flag for low abv since the beginning of
aperitif culture in Turin an eternity ago (see our
Cocchi feature on P130/131 for more on this).

For us at Gino’s, the ultimate sessionable
cocktail in Italian drinking culture was
born in Bar Basso in Milan in 1971 with the
Negroni Sbagliato (literally translating to ‘the
wrong Negroni’) and the Bar Basso owner’s
accidental riff on the classic Negroni. Legend
has it that while preparing a Negroni, Mirko
Stochetto unwittingly picked up sparkling wine
instead of gin. The guest tried it, and loved it,
and the rest well, is history as they say.

The time they drink and the way people
do has also led to the rise of low abv options
as restaurants fill up at brunch with guests
looking to stay on an even keel. Brunch
cocktails are carefully designed to have a
lesser impact in the form of a lower abv.

Cocktail aficionados still flock to Bar Basso to
enjoy the iconic venue’s signature drink during
the famed Aperitivo hours. And the great thing
about this drink is that it’s really easy to make.
Here’s our foolproof way you can make low
and no Sbagliatos at home:

BAR BAS S O ’ S NE G RO NI ‘ SBAG LI ATO ’
I N G R E D I E N TS :

ME TH OD :

- 25ml Campari
- 25ml Rosso vermouth
- 50ml Prosecco

- Fill a pre-chilled crystal tumbler with
quality cubed ice
- Add the Campari & Rosso vermouth
- Top with Prosecco
- Stir very lightly to retain the sparkle of
the Prosecco
- Ornament with a slice of orange
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THE PERFECT COC K TAIL MIX:
A DASH OF EN GLISH
HERITAGE & HUMOUR
H A N K Y PA N K Y F ROM T H E S AVOY H OT E L I N LO N D O N
The Hanky Panky is as iconic as any cocktail
conceived in the United Kingdom. The
cocktail (famed for its use of fernet) was
created by bartending royalty, the Queen
of Cocktails if you please, Ada Coleman,
who was also the Savoy Hotel’s first ever
female head bartender at its American Bar.
Indeed ‘Coley’ served cocktails at this famous
London hotel for twenty-three years from
1903 to 1926.

On his next visit, Coleman road tested the
drink on him and as he finished it he declared;
"By jove – that’s the real hanky panky!" and
from that day forward a future-classic was born.

A much-quoted conversation with the late
Charles Hawtrey (of Carry On films fame)
contributed to the drink’s creation. Hawtrey
was a regular visitor at Ada Coleman’s bar,
as big cocktail fan he was an obliging guinea
pig for Ada’s creations. One fateful evening
Hawtrey had implored her create a punchy
new cocktail designed exclusively for him.

How to make a Hanky Panky at home:

Although this is an elegant, yet serious
drink designed for the cocktail aficionado,
we advise you approach Hanky Panky with
caution as gin and fernet make for a bold and
bracing combination. You have been warned.

You will need; a stemmed cocktail glass,
a cocktail jigger, a mixing glass, a bar-spoon,
a sharp knife and a julep (or Hawthorn)
strainer. Ensure you stir well to achieve
the desired level of dilution, crucial to your
enjoyment of this wonderful cocktail!

H A NK Y PA NK Y
I N G R E D I E N TS :

ME TH OD :

- 35ml Carpano Antica Formula
- 30ml Hayman’s London Dry gin
- 10ml Fernet Branca
- 1 dash of orange bitters

- Half fill a mixing glass with quality cubed ice
- Jigger the vermouth, gin and fernet into the
mixing glass
- Carefully dash the orange bitters into the
mixing glass
- Using a bar-spoon stir the contents for
30 revolutions
- Add some more cubed ice to fill the
mixing glass
- Stir again for 30 revolutions
- Carefully strain the contents into a
stemmed cocktail glass
- Using a knife, par off some orange peel
and express it over the surface of the drink
and drop in.
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HOUSE OF COCC HI
THE SPIRIT OF TURIN
during a European city break in the sun.
But recognising it from stirred drinks in the UK
makes total sense when you account for the
meteoric resurgence of 1920s cocktail culture,
as well as the growing trend towards lower
abv drinks as guests now tend to seek quality
over quantity. Cocchi’s legendary vermouths
were just as highly sought after almost a
century ago as they are now, and were key
components of Spritzes, Negronis and many
other forgotten cocktails which are now
romantically reinstated globally as classics in
bars across the UK and beyond.

With its iconic range of aromatised wines,
revered Italian producer Cocchi paints a clear
picture of its origins through flavours typical
of its spiritual home in Turin.
Even if you don’t realise it, you probably know
the taste of vermouth. The deeper notes of
the lip-smacking Negroni you’ve sipped at
one of our bars during the much romanticised
Aperitivo hours or for cocktail aficionados, as
the sweetening agent of a timeless Manhattan.
that unmistakeable taste is vermouth, wine
fortified with herbs and botanicals to make
a drink that’s unlike any other.

An important factor in Cocchi’s global
popularity is the sheer variety of products on
offer: as well as its classic Vermouth di Torino,
a red vermouth used in Count Camillo’s
Negroni and the timeless Manhattan, it also
produces the harder to find bitter version
Dopo Teatro Vermouth Amaro, as well as
everyone’s favourite digestive, Cocchi Barolo
Chinato. The Cocchi family actually set in
stone the process of buying Barolo wine and
adding their own botanical accent, a tradition
now used across Italy to make different
bottlings of Chinato, loved by all and dreamily
delicious when drunk with dark chocolate.

Vermouth’s explosion into the UK bar scene
might be a relatively new trend to most, but
it’s a product that’s steeped in history across
Europe. Nowhere is this more evident than
in Turin, the home of Vermouth di Torino and
a stone’s throw from the city of Asti, where
Cocchi has been making what are arguably
the most iconic vermouths in Italy for 127
years. In fact, even today, the city’s pride in
one of its most loved drinks brands, culminates
in thousands of people packing out piazzas,
drinking their favourite drink over ice, with soda,
tonic or worked into a sensational cocktail.

The entire range is a huge favourite among
the bartending community across the world
for its iconic range of flavours and versatility.
Vermouth is a rich and bitter product, enjoyed
neat (Turin-style) or in cocktails such as the
aforementioned Negroni, Manhattan, and
the increasingly popular Boulevardier. Then
the aperitif bottlings (sitting firmly within the
Americano sub-category of aromatised wines)
such as Cocchi Americano Rosa, made from
brachetto and Malvasia grapes, is perfect
with tonic (topped with a basil leaf and a
strawberry) or in our Spritz variation with
Pampelle grapefruit aperitif and Edinburgh
Gin’s raspberry liqueur.

Turin is the birthplace of Vermouth,
and the spiritual home of Cocchi,
although the company, which
was founded by Giulio Cocchi in
1891, is now located 25km east
in the province of Cocconato
in Asti, close to the Bava family
winemaking estate, who later
took over the company from the
Cocchi family in the 1980s.
All of this might have jogged
memories of that classic
Americano you (or perhaps
James Bond) spritzed
with soda water over ice,
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TURIN

WHERE TO TIPPLE IN TURIN
Turin, north-west Italy, is rich in history
and is a picture-perfect city with amazing
architecture. It’s regarded as the nation’s
capital of Aperitivo – indeed locals have
been sipping aperitivi in the city’s cafes and
on piazzas for well over two hundred years.
So, if you end up in Turin, we recommend the
following places;
Bar Barolino Cocchi
Via Franco Bonelli, 16C, 10122

Central
Via Luigi Des Ambrios, 5/G, 10123

Bar Barolino is the smallest bar in Turin, set at
the entrance of a late 18th century building, this
little jewel is located in the buzzy “Quadrilatero”
area and was opened in the early 1900s by Giulio
Cocchi himself as one of the first authorised
retailers where people could sample his products.
A visit here is an absolute must, step back in time
with a glass of chilled vermouth – a strong tradition
amongst the Torinese.

Central is a very well respected cocktail bar locally,
and very difficult to fit in a category. The bar
team here are capable of mixing a wide range of
cocktails, from Tiki drinks to the forgotten classics
of The American Bar. We love it because they use
fresh ingredients sourced locally and as an insider
tip, they offer a welcome glass of vermouth during
the Aperitivo hours.

Piano 35
Grattacielo Intesa Sanpaulo, Corso
Inghilterra, 3, 10138

Bar Cavour Del Cambio
Piazza Carignano, 2, 10123
Right in the historical centre of Turin, Bar Cavour
is an American bar with an elegant ambience.
We strongly recommend it for the bar team’s
research behind the bottles on the back bar and
the outstanding drinks on their very international
cocktail list. Try their twist on the classic Americano
cocktail made with Biancosarti liqueur, Cocchi
Americano, lemon bitter and clementine soda.

The name is evocative and Piano 35 lounge bar is
Italy’s highest cocktail bar. The level of its mixology
is also high and here it is possible to enjoy
amazing 360° views of the Alps and Turin, while
sipping a masterfully mixed aperitivo showcasing
the entire range of Cocchi.

Mad Dog
Via Maria Vittoria, 35A, 10123

Snodo
Corso Castelfidardo, 22, 10138

Entering Mad Dog means stepping back into
a previous era. The style screams American
speakeasy, with a password at the entrance.
The bar is revered for the quality of their drinks,
a must visit for any cocktail aficionado.

Located in a former industrial plant in the centre
of the city, here the key word is ‘experimentation’.
In this concept cocktail bar, the team here also
have detailed knowledge of the raw materials
and the products used in their drinks. The classics
are mixed in strict accordance with the tradition.
Visit Snodo to see modern mixology but in a very
informal environment where requests for simple
drinks are met with the same vigour as one of their
mesmerizing cocktails from their list.
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THE BES T TONIC H AS A
L A RGE GIN IN IT
LET THE DRINKIN G BE-GIN
Malfy Rosa (41% abv) is made with Sicilian
pink grapefruits and a rhubarb distillate is
added after distillation to give it its distinctive
pink hue. This also adds a layer to the flavour
profile. The Tuscan juniper and coriander
seeds dance with the angelica and orris root,
the grapefruit flavour is prominent but far
from bitter, making for a perfect Gin & Tonic,
especially with a sliced strawberry a wedge
of pink grapefruit.

Malfy Rosa
Since 2016 Malfy Rosa (rosa means pink in
Italian) has been carefully made just outside
Turin by the family-owned Torino Distillati.
The area it is made in – Moncalieri, was
better known for liqueur production until
Malfy joined forces with a forward-thinking US
based company called Biggar & Leith. 1906
was the year the distillery was established by
a Piedmontese family called Fratelli Ferrero
di Ricardo who traded well throughout
Italy, until the Canadian company Seagram
purchased it in the late 1960s.

Villa Ascenti
Gin has been the runaway success story of
the industry over the last decade, its growth
trend shows no signs of slowing down and
late last year we saw the highly anticipated
launch of Diageo’s premium Italian gin,
Villa Ascenti.

1992 saw a significant development as the
technical and operational director of Seagram
Italia, Carlo Vergnano, bought the plant from
Seagram, setting up Torino Distillati. Until the
April 2019 acquisition of Malfy by PernodRicard, Carlo ran the distillery alongside family
members, further assisted by their chemist
and distiller Denis Muni, and engineer Beppe
Ronco. Pernod-Ricard’s fledgling partnership
with the Vergnanos saw the distillery’s output
increase and spread Malfy’s reach into new
markets globally.

Villa Ascenti is rooted in provenance and
brings local, fresh ingredients from Piemonte
to life. Its use of locally grown ingredients
from the foothills of Piemonte, alongside some
of the more classic botanicals associated
with gin, contributes to a super-premium
spirit, which both seasoned gin drinkers or
newcomers to the category can enjoy.

The main production of gin is centred around
Moncalieri, with a smaller distillery in Santena,
where brandies and other distillates are aged
and bottled. Starting off life as a small niche
product, the founder of Bigger & Leith, a chap
called Elwyn Gladstone realised they had only
begun to scratch the surface and he hatched
a plan to make Malfy a house-hold name.

To make the gin, Moscato grapes are
harvested in August and September, and
are then distilled three times. Lorenzo
Rosso, master distiller for Villa Ascenti gin
at Distilleria Santa Vittoria, enthuses: “On
the nose, the mint and thyme are vibrant
and refreshing alongside the spice of the
Tuscan juniper berries, whilst on the palate,
the Moscato grapes really come to life.”
Enhanced through copper distillation, the
smooth, fruity flavour of this distillate rounds
off zesty juniper notes to create a velvety,
slightly sweet gin.

The Malfy Rosa bottle is strikingly bright and
showcases not only the provenance but also
the citrus-forward liquid inside it. A vivacious
grapefruit mouthfeel leads to a soft juniper
back-bone. This is key because Malfy gin
expressions are modern-style gins, so being
non-juniper heavy means they appeal to
wider audience and can also be used as an
introduction to the category.

Try Villa Ascenti gin in one of our signature
gin & tonics at any of our bars or restaurants
in autumn and winter 2020.
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RESPEC T YOUR
E LDE R(FLOWE R)S
ARTISAN AL ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR FROM PIEMONTE
Fiorente is an all-natural Italian liqueur made
predominantly of wild elderflowers, including
mint, lemon and lime infusions, to add a
zesty finish to its delightfully floral and herbal
character. At a modest 20% abv, Fiorente can
be used as a base for aperitivo-style drinks,
or as a modifier in more complex cocktails.
As another plus point, Fiorente has a
lower sugar content than most other
elderflower liqueurs.

Established in Ghemme, Piemonte in northern
Italy, the distillery benefits from an exceptional
environment nestled under the Alps and near
to lakes Maggiore and Orta. This region has
some of the purest air and cleanest waters
in Europe. The Francoli distillery was the first
ever to be officially certified ‘carbon-neutral’
with ‘zero footprint’ by Lifegate, the reference
for sustainable development in Italy.
Fiorente liqueur is prominent in our Amalfi
Spritz, stirred with Prosecco, Limoncello, basil
leaves, lemon wheels and soda.

It is produced by Distillerie Francoli, a family
company with an excellent reputation for the
distillation of high quality grappa and for the
production of liqueurs.
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TH E C L ASSIC
VE NE TI A N
A PE RITIF,
UNM ASKE D
PILL A SELECT APERITIVO
Back bars are awash with brightly coloured
aperitivi these days but here at Gino’s
we’re big fans of the recent trend to revive
classic bottlings. So, when Select Aperitivo
relaunched, we had to sit up and take notice.
Select is regarded as the classic Venetian
aperitif, created in 1920 in the Castello district
at Pilla Distilleries, a place renowned for the
art of manufacturing products of quality.
During the postwar period, the young Pilla
Brothers contributed to the rebirth of the city
and when aperitif culture gained momentum,
the Spritz soon became the go-to drink and
Select Aperitivo became the darling of the
Venetian cocktail scene. Select, at 17.5% abv,
is a precise selection of 30 botanicals which
undergo a complex process to achieve the
distinctive, well-balanced signature bittersweet
taste. With its sophisticated aromatic profile,
it’s become the essential ingredient for making
what is said to be the original Venetian Spritz.
The decorative curved shape of the bottle
was inspired by the famous hand-blown
glass artistry of Murano, a tiny island off the
archipelago of Venice where Select Aperitivo
was later produced. The logo tells the story of
its origin at the renowned Pilla Distilleries in
the Castello district of Venice, the historical
heart of the city. The label notes that Select
Aperitivo is made by carefully blending the 30
botanicals, including juniper berries, for their
balsamic and floral characteristics, along with
rhubarb root, which provides intensely bitter
notes for balance, to name just two. The backlabel details the classic Spritz serve, with three
parts Prosecco, two parts Select Aperitivo,
and one part soda, served with quality cubed
ice. Oh, and don’t forget the green olive.
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SALUTE FROM SIC ILY
AVERN A , THE SICILIAN WAY TO END YOUR MEAL
And so as make our way to the end of our
section on spirits, we will finish with an amaro
and our go-to amaro in autumn and winter
is Averna. Eighty miles southeast of the
sunbaked Sicilian street markets and historic
piazzas and palazzos of the seaside capital
Palermo, you’ll find Caltanissetta, known for its
rolling hills and abundant citrus groves. This
unassuming commune is also the birthplace of
Averna, which for over 150 years has stood as
the typical example of the classic Sicilian style
of amaro, epitomized by the bright citrus and
fragrant Mediterranean herbs of the region.

Averna’s secret recipe, passed down from
generation to generation, has remained true
to the original formula, whose key ingredients
of bitter orange, lemon and pomegranate
are rounded out with a bouquet of delicate
Mediterranean herbs. Even today, Villa Xibol
(the founder’s former country home, which has
since been converted into a production facility)
remains the heart and soul of Averna. It’s
where the herbs, roots and spices, along with
essential oils from the fruit, begin their journey
with a slow maceration.
While amaro can be a tricky category to
classify, some of these bittersweet herbal
liqueurs are characterised by a key ingredient,
such as artichoke for carciofo-style amaro,
or rhubarb root for rabarbaro-style amaro.
Regionality can play a role as well, with alpine
amari featuring high-altitude botanicals like
yarrow and juniper in complex herbal blends
that instantly evoke a snow-covered forest.

It was at Caltanissetta’s Abbazia di Santo
Spirito where Benedictine monk Fra Girolamo
bequeathed the historic formula for the order’s
beloved elixir to local textile merchant Don
Salvatore Averna, as a demonstration of
gratitude for his devotion to the abbey and
surrounding community. The Abbazia di Santo
Spirito remains the oldest standing church in
Caltanissetta; the back garden still grows the
fruit and botanicals that lend their flavours to
this amaro.

Amari made in southern Italy and Sicily are
traditionally a bit sweeter and built around a
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backbone of citrus. They typically fall in the
mid-proof range, making them an accessible
gateway to the category. You’ll encounter
many locally made amari across Sicily,
and while most are content as a regional
curiosity or a souvenir to bring home in your
suitcase, some, like Averna, have become
ambassadors of the style globally.
While a bottle of Averna is a common sight
on late-night tables in bars and restaurants
across Italy, the amaro is much more than
an after-dinner drink or nightcap, as
bartenders reach for it to incorporate warm
herbal characteristics, rich texture and
bright citrus notes into a number of inventive
cocktail serves.
“Averna is probably the most versatile of all
amari” says Andy Hallam, Head of Beverage
Development for Gino D’Acampo restaurants.
“Everyone knows it’s the ideal digestivo but
it shouldn’t be overlooked for an aperitivo
also, spritzed with soda water and a slice of
orange. “Averna’s popularity can be attributed
to its approachability, as the balance between
bitter and sweet make it a perfect introduction
into the category. My favourite way to drink
it is through ammazzacaffè (meaning coffee
killer), by consuming after dinner or even
better by pouring the Averna directly into the
used coffee cup to rinse out the remnants of
the coffee... delicious!”
The ritual of taking amaro after dinner, either
on the rocks or neat, often with subtle twists
based on the brand or region, is the ideal
way to experience amaro. The most common
way is in a tumbler over ice garnished with
citrus peel and a mint leaf or two. Swirling the
glass to open the aromatics for a multisensory
experience is recommended.
How you decide to drink your amaro can be
determined by the season, time of day, who
you’re with or the occasion. But no matter
how you take it, it’s hard not to let it transport
you away, because who wouldn’t rather be
in Sicily?
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DRINK SIC ILI AN THIS
SE ASON
BIRRA MORETTI 'ALL A SICILIAN A'
Beer has been around almost as long as
man. While it wasn’t the first fermented
beverage (that was most likely mead, and
that was created by accident), over the years
it has become one of the favoured drinks
of humanity.

speaking about beer probably said something
to the effect of, “Hot damn” (or whatever the
equivalent in ancient Rome was).
Our beer of choice in the autumn and winter
months is unquestionably Birra Moretti alla
Siciliana. Moretti created various ‘regionali’
where the ingredients and flavours were
carefully selected to depict a specific region.
Moretti alla Siciliana is an aromatic and
refreshing citrus-forward beer. Zagara orange
and lemon blossom are the key ingredients
creating the unique flavour, the beer is slightly
bitter but balanced by floral notes. It’s a great
match with any grilled fish dishes but at
5.8% is not to be taken lightly!

Once our ancient forefathers realised that
the sugar from grains could be extracted,
fermented and made into sweet, sweet
alcohol, they were off to the races. It was
about that same time that people were
drinking beer, getting drunk, and talking
about how amazing a glass or three of the
stuff they were drinking was. If we were
to guess, the first person ever recorded
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AUTUMN & WINTER 2020

I hope you enjoyed finding out a bit more about the seasonal food and drinks menus
that I have designed as a celebration of autumn and winter. While you indulge, enjoy
and relish everything that we have to offer in My Restaurants, I will be embarking
on another culinary journey around Italy. But fear not, my development team will be
turning their attention to the hefty bounty of new ingredients that spring brings, and
together we will be working behind the scenes to create more mouthwatering menus,
experimenting with flavours for new cocktails and working with our hero producers
and winemakers to celebrate the next two seasons.
Ciao

Credits:
Head of Food Development: Andrew Owen
Executive Chef: Mark Window
Food & Beverage Coordinator: Robbie Squire
Head of Beverage Development: Andy Hallam
Group Sommelier: Dario Barbato
Lead Photographer & Editing: Ben Clucas
Lead Graphic Designer: Jenny Hall
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